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本研究旨在探討漢語動詞語意特指之量度表現。為了使中文動詞的語意內容量表化，我們首先
針對一百五十個個基本動詞做人為判定標記，分為廣泛語意動詞 (Generic verb) 和明確語意動
詞 (Speciﬁc verb) 兩種類型。藉由文獻中多種探討語意組成成分的論點，提出三項判斷標準:
對施事者、施事工具的隱射，對受事類型的規範，以及語意轉化的表現。為使類型判斷標準
化，本文採用語料庫語言學中所著重的量化表現包括字詞頻率、語意數量、以及受詞數量作為
動詞類型的變數，再以統計學中的主成份分析 (Principle Component Analysis) 判定變數的影
響權重，以及多項羅吉特模型(Multinomial Logistic Model, MNLM) 為動詞類型作區別。
此外，本文利用中央研究院平衡語料庫 (Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus)，建立一個詞
彙分佈模型　(Distributional Model)，並且利用潛在語意分析法 (Latent Semantic Analysis)，
將動詞語意轉化為高維度向量。在以向量構成的模型中，每一個字詞在語料中的分佈，轉
化為點在高維空間分佈。透過距離測量 (Distance Measure) 的方式以及集群分析法 (Cluster
Analysis)，探討詞與詞之間的相似性，以及動詞語意和詞彙間潛在的語意關連性。本研究更
進一步解釋，不同的動詞類型字間差距，以及中文結果複合動詞 (Chinese Resultative Verb
Compound) 之語意相關性。
關 關 關鍵 鍵 鍵詞 詞 詞： ： ：語 語 語意 意 意特 特 特指 指 指、 、 、漢 漢 漢語 語 語動 動 動詞 詞 詞、 、 、計 計 計量 量 量研 研 研究 究 究、 、 、潛 潛 潛在 在 在語 語 語意 意 意分 分 分析 析 析
iAbstract
The purpose of this thesis is to study semantic speciﬁcity in Chinese based on corpus-based
statistical and computational methods. The analysis begins with single verbs and does primi-
tive tests with resultative verb compounds in Chinese. The verbs studied in this work include
one hundred and ﬁfty head verbs collected in the M3 project. As a prerequisite, these one hun-
dred and ﬁfty head verbs were tagged as generic or speciﬁc type following the three criteria
proposed in literatures: the speciﬁcation of agent/instrument, the limitation of objects and their
types, and the conﬁnement on the action denotation to only physical action. The next step is to
measure semantic speciﬁcity with quantitative data. To specify the use of verbs by statistics, it
relies on counting the frequency, the number of senses of a verb and the range of co-occurrence
objects. Two major analyses, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) and Multinomial Logistic
Model, are adopted to assess the predictive power of variables and to predict the probability of
different verb categories.
In addition, the vector-based model in Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is applied to justify
the concept of semantic speciﬁcity. A distributional model based on Academia Sinica Balanced
Corpus (ASBC) with LSA is built to investigate the semantic space variation depending on the
semantic speciﬁcity. By measuring the vector distance, the semantic similarity between words
is calculated. The word-space model is used to measure the semantic loads of single verbs and
iiexplore the semantic information on Chinese resultative verb compounds (RVCs).
Key words: Semantic speciﬁcity, verbs in Mandarin, quantitative study, latent seman-
tic analysis
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The issue of exploring words’ meaning has been widely discussed in various ﬁelds such as se-
mantics, psycholinguistics, and computational linguistics, etc. In semantic theories, the term —
semantic speciﬁcity — is based on the compositional view (Pinker, 1989 ; Jackendoff, 1990) of
verb representation. The meanings of verbs denoting actions are speciﬁed by relations between
elements (Gentner, 1978). Thus, any verb representation consists of its predicate terms (e.g.
go), conceptual constituents (e.g. thing, event, etc.), and sets of functions (e.g.to) (Breedin et
al., 1998 ; Kim & Thompson, 2004). In Talmy’s (1985) work on lexicalization pattern, these
semantic elements like ‘motion’, ‘path’, and ‘manner’ are cross-linguistically employed in dis-
tinguishing verbs into relevant subclasses. The more complex the verb representation is, the
more speciﬁc the verb meaning is. For example, the generic verb—clean with the information
about how the action is performed—is contrasted with the speciﬁc verb—wipe which speciﬁes
more information about the action such as manner and instrument used. Such claim is also
testiﬁed in psychological experiments, especially in the study of language acquisition. Cross-
1language investigations have proposed that verb-friendly languages like Mandarin and Korean
are easier to be learned due to the speciﬁcity of the verb meaning (Tardif, 1996 ; Tardif et al.,
1999). In addition, Chen (2007) claimed that English verb like cut can cover a range of actions
like slicing, chopping, and trimming while such a correspondent verb is lack in Mandarin. Chi-
nese verbs denote more speciﬁc meaning accompanied by the relation to the instrument or the
direction of the activity (W. Ma et al., 2006). For instance, the verb bo “peel” and si “tear”
denote actions completed by hands; and qie and ge “slice” specify actions with a knife. Re-
search on the issue of semantic speciﬁcity based on semantic theories is mainly justiﬁed from
the cognitive perspective but limited in other aspects like quantitative evidence.
1.2 Motivation
To remedy the lack of quantitative evidence in the studies of semantic speciﬁcity, in this thesis
the quantitative-based approaches are adopted to examine the semantic speciﬁcity reﬂected on
the use of physical activity verbs in Mandarin. The investigations of the semantic ﬂexibility
(Duvignau et al., 2005) in verbal lexicon between children and adults in the M31 project moti-
vate and facilitate the study in this thesis.
The purpose of M3 project is to show the importance of semantic verbal approximations in
both French and Chinese mandarin early lexicon acquisition. According to Duvignau’s (2005)
work, the nature of ﬂexibility can be shown in the use of words and their representation of
meanings. This is strongly supported by the evidence of metaphorical utterances, especially
1Model and Measurement of Meaning: A Cross-lingual and Multi-disciplinary Approach of French and Man-
darin Verbs based on Distance in Paradigmatic Graphs. Project website: http://140.112.147.149:81/m3/
2nominal metaphorical expressions. In additional to concerning the nominal lexicon, Lordat re-
search laboratory at the University of Toulouse, in France, has shed light on the metaphorical
utterances based on verbal lexicon. At ﬁrst, they considered that children produce utterances
of verbs, due to the lack of verbs in lexicon in speciﬁc discourse context, to be metaphorical or
wrong usages. However, it has been pointed out that such usage should be rather considered
in terms of semantic approximations, an attempt to utter with the conventional verb due to the
semantic cognitive ﬂexibility. Because of the lack of a conventional verb to describe the current
event, children will try to make an analogy to a previous event and apply the learned verb to
the current event. From this kind of utterances expressed by children, one can test the semantic
ﬂexibility of each verb and semantic proximity among various verbs.
Verbal utterances in the data collect from M3 project will be annotated according to the two
criteria—speciﬁcity and conventionality. This thesis sticks to the issue of speciﬁcity. It begins
with single verbs and does some primitive explorations on Chinese resultative verb compounds
(RVCs). Since the construction of an RVC would make a word’s meaning more speciﬁc in
Chinese, there tests the generalizability of the theories proposed in this study from single verbs
to RVCs.
1.3 Research Questions
The research questions of this study are listed as follows:
 How can verb categories be predicted from quantitative data?
 Are frequency, sense number and object number powerful predictors to distinguish be-
tween generic verbs and speciﬁc verbs?
3 What is the variation in semantic space for the two verb categories?
 How can the issue of speciﬁcity be generalized from single verbs to resultative verbs?
1.4 Organization of the Thesis
This thesis is organized into the follow chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the background, moti-
vation and research questions of the study. Chapter 2 presents the theoretical background in
literatures. It ﬁrst reviews the meaning components in the ﬁeld of semantics. Based on the
semantic elements and semantic structures, there is a discussion on verb semantic representa-
tions and verb classiﬁcation. What follows is the issue of theta-role identiﬁcation in Chinese
resultative verb compounds. Then, the psychological experiments in language acquisition and
disacquisition prove the existence of semantic subclasses. Finally, it captures the access to
semantic information in corpus data and word-space model. Chapter 3 provides the data col-
lection and the criteria set in head verbs selection. Once the manual tagging of verbs as generic
(G) or speciﬁc (S) is done, it resorts to the extraction of quantitative data (frequency, sense
number, and object conﬁnement). In Chapter 4, there is a general discussion on the three quan-
titative variables. Statistical methods, principle components and logistic regression, are applied
to conﬁrm that the model with three variables included is valid in prediction verb types as G
and S. Chapter 5 starts with a distributional model based on Sinica Corpus. With latent seman-
tic analysis, it reveals that meaning speciﬁcity in Mandarin verbs affects the semantic space of
single verbs and the meaning interpretation of resultative verb compounds. Chapter 6 summa-
rizes the thesis, implications of the study and suggestions for future work.
4Chapter 2
Literature Review
In this chapter the literatures on meaning exploring are reviewed in terms of three main aspects:
the theoretical contribution of semantics, the psychological representations of meaning, and the
computational model of word semantic space. The concept of meaning components in the view
of compositionality and a set of semantic elements are ﬁrstly introduced in Section 2.1. Section
2.2isaboutthediscussiononverbsemanticrepresentationswithconceptualelementsaswellas
verb classiﬁcation based on the semantic structures. Section 2.3 provides a general discussion
of Chinese resultative verb compounds. In Section 2.4, the experimental evidence in language
acquisition and disacquisition reveals the phenomenon of semantic subclasses. The trend of
meaning extraction from corpus data is introduced in Section 2.5, and Section 2.6 presents the
word space methodology.
2.1 Components of Verb Meaning
Representations of verb meaning have been widely discussed, and various ways are proposed
by researchers in different linguistic ﬁelds such as formal semantics, psycholinguistics, and ar-
tiﬁcial intelligence. In the principle of compositionality, it is stated that the meaning of a piece
5of language is based on its discrete parts and the ways they are joined together (Portner, 2005).
Thatis, meaningistreatedasdecomposableandcouldbedividedintoasetofsemanticfeatures.
In the research of recurring elements of verb meaning, the most extensive cross-linguistic
survey was Talmy’s (1985) work on “lexicalization pattern1.” It is assumed that there are sep-
arate elements within the domain of meaning and within the domain of surface expression.
These semantic elements are like ‘motion’, ‘path’, ‘ﬁgure’, and ‘manner,’ while surface ele-
ments refer to ‘verb’, ‘adposition’ , and ‘subordinate clause’. However, Talmy pointed out that
there was not a clear distinction of verbal semantics between when verbs are independent of the
syntactic frame and when they are located in the syntactic structure. In spite of the limitation,
the set of semantic elements proposed by Talmy are widely employed in distinguishing verbs
into relevant subclasses in many languages. In Pinker’s (1989) work, these semantic elements
are further exempliﬁed with examples as the following:
1. “The main event”: a state or motion
The “main event” is claimed to be the backbone of a verb’s meaning. It offers a general
picture about the event. Under this criterion, an event can be a position, state or change
of state/position of a theme. This criterion is applied to an event speciﬁed with an agent
and a theme or to an act with an actor only. The notion of main event is connected with
some of the following semantic elements such as temporal distribution and truth value.
Examples of a motion event and a location event can be seen in the sentences:
1The study of lexicalization here means to address a set of meaning components associated with a morpheme.
From the relations among morphemes’ meaning components, the association among morphemes can be identiﬁed.
For instance, there is an approximate semantic equivalence between kill and make die.
6(1) Motion: The pencil rolled off the table.
(2) Location: The pencil lay on the table.
2. Path, direction, and location
Some verbs can specify a particular path of motion of a theme. Verbs like enter denote a
path with respect to its object, such as in John entered the room. Other verbs like come
specify a path with respect to the speaker, such as in I will come to see you. In other
cases, the path can be expressed exactly by closed-class morphemes like preposition or
postposition. In the above examples, the verb in (1) expresses motion and that in (2)
expresses location. In both examples, the pencil functions as the Figure2, the table as the
Ground, off and on speciﬁes Paths respectively3.
3. Causation
It deals with what kind of causation is involved in the event. Compared with the verb
die, kill speciﬁes an event with a cause. Verbs with causation implies that the event is
caused by an agent (e.g. a person), an instrument (e.g. a knife), or even another event.
In English, various case markers are for different causal arguments such as by for agents,
with for instruments, and from for causing events. In example (3), the verb blew speciﬁes
the cause as the wind.
(3) Motion: The pencil blew off the table.
2In Talmy (1985), ‘Motion event’ are situations containing motion or the continuation of a stationary location.
There are two basic components of Motion event: one is the Figure and the other is the Ground. The Figure is the
object undergoing movement while the Ground is another object at which the Figure is located.
3Off expresses the path of the motion, roll. On expresses a site of the location.
74. Manner
Manner has to do with how an action is performed. For instance, punch and hit differ in
the manners of action. Punch is a force hit with a ﬁst while slap is a quick hit with the ﬂat
part of the hand. In addition, the difference between bounce and roll is on the manners
of motion. Bounce is to move up or away; roll is to move somewhere by turning around.
5. Properties of a theme or actor
In argument selection, some verbs have restrictions on the properties of their internal or
external arguments. For instance, the theme of eat must be edible and that of drink must
be liquid. There is a generic distinction of agents as animate or inanimate. The agent of
die must be animate, though there is no restriction on human or nonhuman.
6. Temporal distribution (aspect and phase)
The best-known taxonomy of verbs based on temporal distribution is Vendler’s (1967)
distinction on situation types. The typology of situation types is encoded in the seman-
tics of a language (Saeed, 2003). Adjectives and static verbs like be, have, known are
inherently static whereas dynamic verbs usually specify change. Dynamic verbs can be
further classiﬁed into subclasses according to the semantic features, durative and telic.
The distinction between static and dynamic verbs is the classiﬁcation between situation
types as “states” and “processes”. “Activities” like run, walk, and drive a car are du-
rative and atelic, which specify unbounded processes. Both “accomplishments”, run a
mile and grow up, and “achievements”, ﬁnd and win the race, are telic but the former
8state bounded processes and the latter express point events. Based on three semantic
features—dynamic, durative, telic—four situation types are identiﬁed. On the basis of
Vendler’s proposal, Smith (1991/1997) added the ﬁfth situation type, “semelfactive” to
the system. Similar to achievements, semelfactives are dynamic and punctual. Semelfac-
tives are atelic events like knock and cough, thought, achievements are telic events which
specify a natural endpoint. A semelfactive verb combined with a durative adverb can
trigger an iterative reading as in He coughed all night. Five situation types based on
three semantic categories are identiﬁed as follows:
Table 2.1: Situation types
Situations Stative Durative Telic
States ＋ ＋ n.a.
Activity － ＋ －
Accomplishment － ＋ ＋
Semelfactive － － －
Achievement － － ＋
(Smith, 1991/1997)
7. Purpose
The from-phrase in I bought a camera from a friend of mine and the to-phrase in I sold
my car to him are regular expressions of Path (Jackendoff, 1990). The for-phrase and
to-phrase in (4) and (5) specify the goal of the activity. Other verbs like hunt and wash
usually express the purpose of the act in adjuncts.
9(4) I bought a book for Mary to read.
(5) She’s always chasing cats out of the garden to protect her precious birds.
8. Coreferentiality (“personation”)
In English, to dress can mean to put clothes on yourself or someone else, as shown in (6)
and (7); however, to cloth ordinarily means to provide someone with clothes (see(8))
instead of being used intransitively.
(6) My husband dresses the children while I make breakfast.
(7) He left very early and had to dress in dark.
(8) It costs a lot to feed and clothe ﬁve children.
(Pinker, 1989)
9. Truth value (polarity and factivity)
In Portner’s (2005) work, the extensional constructions are deﬁned as sentences which
depend on local facts with truth-conditions while sentences depend on non-local facts for
their truth-conditions are intensional ones. It is the propositional attitude verbs like think,
believe, anddoubt thatcreateintensionalmeaning. Withtheconstructionofpropositional
attitude verbs, the referent referred to by the subject expresses certain attitude toward the
proposition in the embedded sentence. For instance, the verb believe describes a propo-
sition as true in worlds matching speaker’s belief whereas doubt expresses the opposite
belief.
102.2 Representation and Classiﬁcation
The nature of lexical representation is generally discussed in terms of two aspects—a lexical
semantic/conceptual structure and a syntactic/argument structure. The focus will be on the
lexicalsemanticrepresentationwhilethesyntacticrepresentationisbrieﬂydiscussedhere. Take
the verb put as an example, the argument structure of (9) is shown in (10). In the event e, the
external argument x is John and the direct internal argument y is a book. The indirect internal
argument z, the table, receives a theta-role from Ploc (Levin & Hovav., 1995, p. 21).
(9) John put a book on the table.
(10) e, x h y, Ploc zi
In the semantic representation, Jackendoff (1990) proposed a set of basic conceptual or
ontological categories4 and conceptual formation rules in opposition to the traditional feature-
based semantics. The ﬁrst problem of feature-based semantics is that it fails to specify the
shapes of object. However, the 3D model in Jackendoff’s theory encodes not only the shape of
physical objects but also the action patterns such as throwing and saluting. The second problem
of a simple feature analysis is that it fails to concern domains with a continuous range analysis.
Temperature words5 or color terms should be analyzed in terms of continuous cognitive spaces
instead of discrete elements. The third challenge to the feature system is the proposal of cluster
concepts. It is argued that the verb climb involves two conceptual conditions: one is that an
individual is moving upward and the other is an individual moves with grasping motions. That
is, the agent of climb has the ability to grasp something and the motion must be upward. If both
4These conceptual/ontological categories are Thing, Event, State, Action, Place, Path, Property, and Amount.
5Temperature words: hot, warm, tepid, cool, cold etc.
11conditions are violated, the sentence like (11) appears ungrammatical.
(11) ? The snake climbed down the tree.
Although Jackendoff’s conceptual representation of meaning is more appreciated in recent
studies, his linear notation is questioned to be readable when the concepts become complex. In
modiﬁcation of the linear notation in (12), Pinker (1989) proposed a tree-structure in represen-
tation, as shown in (13). The mother node EVENT stands for constituent, the leftmost daughter
GO refers to the predicate and the other nodes THING and PATH are its arguments.
(12) EVENT  ! [event GO(THING, PATH)]
(13) EVENT
GO THING PATH
Based on the predicate decompositions, verbs belonging to the same class will show similar
patterns in their decomposed structures. Here we discuss two kinds of classiﬁcation6: light
versus heavy verbs and general versus speciﬁc verbs.
6Before classifying verbs into similar groups, Pinker (1989) proposed two kinds of judgments—cognitive
similarity and linguistic semantic similarity. In terms of cognitive similarity, verbs like cut, break, and hit may be
taken as the same class, “action verbs”; however, they show a great semantic distinction due to the variation in
the components of events. Such two criteria are taken as subtle ones and it is admitted that there is no clear cut in
cognitive and semantic distinction.
122.2.1 Light versus Heavy Verbs
The verbs to go and to run are examples of light and heavy verbs, as demonstrated in Figure 2.1
(Pinker, 1989 ; Breedin et al., 1998 ; Kim & Thompson, 2004). It shows that the core pred-
icate/primitive go can serve as a component of another verb run. Verbs like come, go, make,
be, bring, take, get, and give are referred to as light verbs in literatures (Jespersen, 1933). They
are syntactically full-ﬂedged verbs but they are like closed class morphemes which are seman-
tically less ﬁlling. That is, they are more nonspeciﬁc in semantics and they may be encoded
into afﬁxes in some languages. Due to the nonspeciﬁc meanings, light verbs often function as
verb-slot-ﬁllers in idioms such as take a bath and go crazy. Some of them are used as aux-
iliaries like go in we are going to eat. In the study of frequency of occurrence (see (Kim &
Thompson, 2004)), light verbs reveal high-frequency quantities. However, the vast majority
of verbs are heavy verbs instead of light verbs. Compared with light verbs, heavy verbs like
run exhibit speciﬁc meanings because run contains the meaning of primitives go and its own
semantic features such as manner. In this sense, heavy verbs are said to be more complex in
expressing meaning while light verbs are simpler.
2.2.2 General versus Speciﬁc Verbs
The notion of generic and speciﬁc level has been discussed in terms of noun taxonomy in
Cruse’s (1986) work. In Figure 2.2, items like dog and cat belong to the generic level which
is likely to be the level for ordinary everyday names for things and creatures. The level under
generic one is claimed as a speciﬁc level containing items with more semantic load. The se-
mantic effects of speciﬁc items are for overspeciﬁcation; however, the generic items function
as underspeciﬁcation in producing unmarked utterances.
13Figure 2.1: Tree-structure notation of verbs (a) go and (b) run.
(Breedin et al., 1998)
14Figure 2.2: Noun taxonomy.
(Cruse, 1986)
In contrast to a pre-determined listing of light verbs agreed upon by theorists, the distinction
between general and speciﬁc verbs is less discussed. In Breedin et al.’s (1998) study, the gen-
eral verb clean specifying additional information about how the action is performed whereas
the speciﬁc verb wipe expressing the manner of the action and implying possible instruments
used in the action. The contrast between general and speciﬁc verbs is claimed as a relative
judgment between two given verbs (Kim & Thompson, 2004). What is known is that general
verbs are not correspondent to light verbs. Speciﬁcally speaking, they do not have characteris-
tics of light verbs discussed above.
The comparison of the two verb contrasts (light vs. heavy, general vs. speciﬁc) in Kim and
Thompson’s (2004) work is shown in Figure 2.3. The tree diagram represents a hypothetical
verb taxonomy around the target verb clean. In analogy to noun taxonomy, the top level is
a superordinate category, and middle level is the basic level, and the bottom level includes
subordinate items. In terms of semantic features associated with verbs, items at top level are
light verbs, those at intermediate level are heavy or general verbs, and speciﬁc verbs with most
15complex semantic features appear at the lowest level.
2.3 Resultative Verb Compounds
Resultative verb compounds (RVCs) in Chinese has become a major concern in linguistic re-
searches. It is the feature that the construction of an RVC would make a word’s meaning more
speciﬁc in Chinese. In addition to single verbs, this thesis does the primitive study with some
RVCs. Based on the theories of RVC constructions in literatures, there tests the generalizability
of the theories of semantic speciﬁcity proposed in this thesis. The theoretical background of
RVC construction is reviewed according to two main theories: Aspectual Interface Hypothe-
sis and theta-grid theory. This part provides discussions on Aspectual Interface Hypothesis,
the theta-identiﬁcation in Chinese V-V compounds, and the classiﬁcation of RVCs based on
Smith’s situation types.
2.3.1 Aspectual Interface Hypothesis
In Tenny’s (1989) paper, the Aspectual Interface Hypothesis (AIH) argues for a strong correla-
tion between aspectual properties and syntactic structures, which stipulates the assignment of
theta roles into syntax. Aspect here refers to the internal temporal organization of an event. It is
the direct internal argument of a verb of change capable of “measuring out” or “delimiting” the
event. The distinguish between delimited and nondelimited events is clear through adverbial
temporal expressions. In example (14), the events are encoded of an endpoint in time; however,
the nondelimited events in (15) have no temporal bounds. Also, when a count noun a mug of
beer serves as the internal argument, the event is delimited in (16-a). In (16-b), the event with
the mass noun as an internal argument beer is nondelimited.
16Figure 2.3: A tree diagram around the target verb clean.
(Kim & Thompson, 2004)
17(14) Delimited:
a. destroy the city (in an hour / *for an hour )
b. climb a tree (in a minute / ? for a minute)
(15) Nondelimited:
a. like jazz (*in a day for a day)
b. push the cart (*in an hour for an hour)
(16) a. Charles drank a mug of beer. (in an hour / ?? for an hour)
b. Charles drank beer (*in an hour / for an hour)
(Tenny, 1989)
The aspectual properties of the direct internal arguments are apparent with different kinds
of verbs. Psych verbs (e.g., resent) take an external or internal argument as an experiencer.
When the experiencer is an internal argument, it measures out the event. The delimiting ex-
pressions (into drinking, to pieces) in (17) are resultative secondary predicates, which denote
the properties of the internal arguments (John and her brother). Then the internal arguments
undergone changes point out the end point of the event. In a Chinese example (18), po (破
/ ‘broken’) similar with the delimiting expression describes the property of the internal argu-
ment bo-li (玻璃 / ’glass’) and the property of the object can measure out the event. Other verbs
like Achievement verbs explode in He exploded the bomb and verbs with source agents send
in Mary sent the package to Bill are evidence for aspectual structure with internal argument to
delimit an event.
18(17) a. The truth frightened John into drinking.







‘Sb hit the glass and it was broken.’
Aspectual Interface Hypothesis also provides grounds for Dowty’s Proto-patient properties
(Tenny, 1989). The properties of Proto-agent and Proto-patient are listed in Table 2.2. The
Proto-patient properties are ranked with the ability of measuring out the event. A Proto-patient
role with change-of-state property, for instance, is most salient to delimit an event. Under AIH
approach, it is clear to see the association between aspectual properties of arguments and their
governing predicates.
2.3.2 Theta-Role Assignment
The theta-role assignment of resultative V-V compounds in Chinese has been widely discussed
in Li’s (1990, 1993, 1995, 1999) papers. Based on Government and Binding theory, Li pro-
posed the mechanism to identify theta-roles in accordance with “structured theta-grid”, “theta-
identiﬁcation”, and “head-feature percolation.” A structured theta-grid is the ﬁrst device to
discover the amount and order of a verb’s theta-roles. It has been argued that theta-roles are
hierarchically structured rather than an unordered list. Given a thematic hierarchy (Jackendoff,
1972) in (19), the theta-grid of a verb is argued as a representation for their prominence. The
19Table 2.2: Dowty’s properties for Proto-Agent and Proto-Patient.





(e. referent exist independent of action of verb)
Contributing Properties for the Patient Proto-Role:
a. change of state(including coming-to-being, going-out-of-being)
b. incremental theme (i.e., determinant of aspect)
c. causally affected by event
d. stationary (relative to movement of Proto-Agent)
(e. referent may not exist independent of action of verb, or may not exist at all)
theta-roles of the verb give is shown in the theta-grid (20). Such a hierarchical theta-grid is
transferred as numbers with < 1 > for the most prominent and < 2 > the second one and so
on, as shown in (21). It is proposed as theta-role prominency that the most prominent Agent
is assigned last whereas the least prominent Theme is assigned ﬁrst. The theta role Theme re-
ceived by the internal argument is therefore before the assignment of the theta role Agent to the
external argument. Similar situations happen to the transitive verb hit in (22) and an intransitive
verb run in (23).
(19) Thematic hierarchy:
Agent > G / S / L > Theme
20( L= Location, S=Source, G=Goal, Man=Manner )
(20) give < Agent, < Goal, < Theme >>>
(21) give < 1, 2, 3 >
(22) hit < 1, 2 >
(23) run < 1 >
(Jackendoff, 1972)
The theta-identiﬁcation is argued for the situation where the number of noun phrase is not
consistent with that of theta-roles. In the example of red ﬂower, the head N and the modifying
AP can receive only one theta-role. It is stated that the theta role of the N is identiﬁed with that
of the AP and the joined N’ from [AP N] is the constituent for theta assignment. Finally, head-
feature percolation allows the head of a compound phrase determines its properties. Therefore,
the theta-role prominency of a head must be kept when it is formed as a compound.
It is claimed to be a causal relation between the two morphemes V-V in Chinese resulta-
tive compounds. In the example qi-lei 騎累, the ﬁrst verbal morpheme qi indicates a causing
event (Vcaus) and the second morpheme lei denotes a resulting event (Vres). Without speciﬁ-
cally pointing out the theta roles, qi-lei roughly expresses the meaning ‘the event riding results
in the event being tired.’The whole V-V combination forms a verb-like compound and V1 is
taken as a head which determines the feature of the whole compound. The major issue comes
from identifying the theta roles of the arguments of a compound. Four possible situations are
proposed for explaining V-V compound arguments (Y. Li, 1990):
21(24) Theta-grids of V-V compounds:
a. da 打 ying 贏
　　V1 V2
< 1, 2 > < 1’, 2’ >
b. qi 騎 lei 累
V1 V2
< 1, 2 > < 1’ >
c. wan 玩 wang　忘
V1 V2
< 1 > < 1’, 2’ >
d. pao 跑 lei 累
V1 V2
< 1 > < 1’ >
(Y. Li, 1993)
The example ta pao-lei-le (他跑累了 / ‘he was running and he got tired’) could be identiﬁed
with (24-d). As (25) shows, the causing event pao takes one argument < 1 > and the resulting
event lei also takes one argument < 1’>. These two arguments are assigned the same theta
role and linked to the NP ta so they are linked with ‘-’ for co-index < 1-1’ >. It is clear that
the theta role of the ﬁrst morpheme is identiﬁed with that of the second morpheme. The pro-
cess is called theta-identiﬁcation as mentioned before. All four situations of V-V arguments are
discussed in detail in literatures but the following parts focus on the second type in (24-b) only.








In (24-b), the ﬁrst verbal morpheme has a theta-grid < 1, 2 > and the second one takes only
one argument < 1’ >. Two ways of co-indexation are testiﬁed as reasonable (see (26)). It is
demonstrated that the ambiguity of example (27) can be resolved by two explanations in (28)
and (29) (Y. Li, 1995). In the example of (27), the theta-role of V2 lei can be identiﬁed with
either one of the two theta-roles of V1 qi. In (28), the theta-role of V2 lei is the same with < 2
> of V1 ‘the horse’ while it is identiﬁed with < 1 > of V1 ‘the rider / he’in (29).
(26) Theta-identiﬁcation of (24-b)
a. < 1, 2-1’ >
b. < 1-1’, 2 >
(Y. Li, 1995)
(27) 他 騎累了 馬
ta qi-lei-le ma
he ride-tire-ASP horse
a. ‘He rode the horse so the horse got tired.’
23b. ‘He rode the horse so he got tired.’
(Y. Li, 1995)
(28) V < 1, 2-1’ > (yielding (27-a))
Vcause
qi





(29) V < 1-1’, 2 > (yielding (27-b))
Vcause
qi





It is further pointed out that the thematic hierarchy can be violated in order to best explain
semantic and syntactic behaviors of Chinese resultative compounds (Y. Li, 1995). In addition
to the thematic roles, two causative roles (c-roles) are proposed: Cause and Affectee. The two
causative roles also follow the causative hierarchy that Cause is more prominent than Affectee.
The interaction between the thematic hierarchy and causative hierarchy are taken into account
24inthetarolesassignment. Intheexampleof(30), fourpossibleexplanationsarelistedaccording
to theta-identiﬁcation. In (30-a) and (30-d) Taotao receives a Cause role while Youyou an
Affectee role. Because Taotao is responsible for Youyou’s status of being tired, (30-a) and
(30-d) are stated as causative. In contrast, (30-b) is noncausative since it is Taotao who made
himself tired. The correspond trees in (31) and (32) represent the difference of causality. The
most complicated explanation is in (30-d). The correspond tree structure is shown in (33),
which means ‘Youyou chased Taotao and Youyou became tired.’ Taotao here receives a Cause
role and Youyou an Affectee role. That is, the Patient argument Taotao is Cause and the Agent
argument Youyou is Affectee. In such a case, it follows the causative hierarchy that the subject
Taotao is a Cause and the object Youyou is a Affectee. However, the thematic hierarchy is
violated when the subject Taotao receives a Patient role and the object Youyou an Agent role.
It is clear that the causative hierarchy can override thematic hierarchy. The interaction between
theta-role assignment and c-role assignment is widely discussed in literatures.
(30) 陶陶 追累了 佑佑
Taotao zhui-lei-le Youyou
Taotao chase-tired-ASP Youyou
a. ‘T. chased Y. and Y. got tired.’
b. ‘T. chased Y. and T. got tired.’
c. ‘Y. chased T. and T. got tired.’
























262.3.3 Classiﬁcation of Resultative Verb Compounds
In previous sections, we reviewed Vendler’s (1967) distinction on situation types. Four situa-
tion types— States, Activity, Accomplishment, and Achievement— are identiﬁed according to
the three semantic features: [static], [durative], and [telic]. Smith (1991/1997), later on, added
the ﬁfth situation type, [semelfactive], to the system. Based on these semantic features and
classiﬁcation of verb types, the part discusses a tentative distinction of Chinese resultative verb
compounds.
As already noted, a Chinese resultative verb compound consists two verbal morphemes: V1
and V2. There is causal relation between the two elements, written as Vcaus and Vres. Vcaus
is usually an action or a stative event and Vres is composed of a resultative morpheme. The
semantic features of the two verbal morphemes are the criteria to the classiﬁcation of Chinese
RVCs. They are generally divided into three groups in accordance with various situation types
of the ﬁrst verbal morpheme: Activity-Result, Semelfactive-Result and State-Result (W. shan
Li, 2007).
1. Activity-Result (Act-Res)
An activity event like run and walk is with the temporal features of [+durative] and [-
telic]. In Chinese, verbs like kao (烤 / ‘roast’), pao (跑 /‘run’), and zou (走 / ‘walk’)
are examples of an uncompleted action. Chinese Act-Res RVCs are like kao-gan (烤乾
/ ‘roast-dry’), pao-lei (跑累 /‘run-tired’), and zou-lei (走累 / ‘walk-tired’), in which the
second verbal morpheme modiﬁes the result of the activity.
2. Semelfactive-Result (Sem-Res)
27Semelfactives are dynamic and punctual. They are atelic events like knock and cough.
Actions like ti (踢 / ‘kick’), and qiao (敲 /‘knock’) are semelfactives, which denotes an
event without a natural endpoint. When the ﬁrst part of a RVC is formed with a semelfac-
tiveasinti-dao(踢倒/‘kick-fall’), andqiao-sui(敲碎/‘knock-break’), theSem-ResRVC
becomes a telic event with the second morpheme describing the result.
3. State-Result (Sta-Res)
Adjectives and static verbs like be, have and known have the temporal features of [+sta-
tive] and [+durative]. In Chinese, zhan-lei ( 站累 / ‘stand-tired’), zuo-suan ( 坐痠 /‘sit-
pain’), and, qi-yun ( 氣暈 / ‘angry-dizzy’) re-si ( 熱死 / ‘hot-dead’) are examples of
Sta-Res RVCs. It is noted that the second morpheme of Chinese Sta-Res RVCs are usu-
ally used in its metaphorical sense. For instance, qi-yun ( 氣暈 / ‘angry-dizzy’) means
the agent is so angry that he/she almost faints and re-si ( 熱死 / ‘hot-dead’) is to describe
that the weather is so hot that no one can live.
2.4 Psychological Evidence on Verbal Semantic Classiﬁca-
tion
The subject matter of this section is to discuss how verbs are considered to be more complex
than nouns from the psychological perspective. Verbs’ functional concept is assumed as the
main factor triggering an intricate semantic network. However, the notion of “noun bias” is
questioned from the verb-friendly language speakers like Chinese and Korean (Tardif et al.,
1999). In addition, semantic load seems to play an important role in acquisition. The existence
28of semantic classiﬁcation will be shown from the experimental studies on language acquisition
and disacquisition.
2.4.1 Perceptual and Functional Information
Cross-linguistic studies have shown that semantic substructures of meanings play a central role
in language acquisition. In Gentner’s (1978) work, verbs are suggested to be slower acquired
than simple nouns. Unlike nouns referring to objects, the meaning of verbs denoting actions are
speciﬁed by relations between elements. For example, both verbs stir and mix denote a certain
kind of action. However, they differ from each other in specifying the result of the action, as
shown in Figure 2.4. In Figure 2.4(a), an agent X stirs an object O with the instrument Y.
That is, the stir-event is caused to move something, resulting in a motion at the medium-slow
rate. The action components of the verb here is called the dynamic perceptual information. In
addition to the perceptual information, the other verb mix includes the functional information.
As shown in Figure 2.4(b), an agent X mixes an object Y1 with the other object Y 2. The
result of mix is a change-of-state of two objects–an increase in homogeneity. It is shown that
verbs with perceptual information like stir are earlier and easier learned than those with strong
functional information such as mix. Also,the action meaning of a verb is acquired faster than
its functional meaning. However, the acquisition of learning verbs depends on the notion of
relatedness and the relationships of verbal components are suggested as various in different
culture and different languages.
2.4.2 Syntactic Structure Differences
Since Gentner proposed a “noun bias” hypothesis—simple noun are earlier acquired by chil-
dren than verbs, there have been a heating debase on this issue. Gopnik (1996) conducted
29(a) “X stirs Y with a Z”
(b) “X mixes Y 1 and Y 2”
Figure 2.4: Representation of verbs stir and mix. A = agent, B = homogeneity, I = instrument,
O = object.
(Gentner, 1978)
30an experiment of cross-linguistic analysis of vocabulary development among English and Ko-
rean children. The evidence that English-speaking mothers consistently used nouns to indicate
objects to their children suggested noun bias tends to occur in English. On contrast, Korean-
speaking mothers used more activity-oriented utterances to refer to on-going activities to their
children. It was concluded that a verb-friendly language like Korean verbs are earlier acquired
than noun. The reason is that Korean is a pro-drop language with SOV word order so it permits
the verb to appear alone without subjects. The universal feature of noun bias is not supported
here.
The other verb-friendly language, Mandarin Chinese, demonstrates a similar advantage of
early acquisition of verbs in Tardif’s (1996 ; 1999) papers. The experiment was conducted
by comparing noun types with verb types when mothers played with their toddlers (about 20
months) in two contexts—story book reading and toy playing. It was shown that more verbs or
activity/action words were produced by Mandarin-speaking mother and their children Further-
more, context was viewed as an important factor inﬂuencing children’s vocabulary. In context
like reading a book, Mandarin children produced more nouns while verbs are more dominant
in the context of playing with toys. Although Gentner (2001) questioned the advantage of verb
learning by saying that both Mandarin and English mothers reported that their children’s ﬁrst
objectwordcamebeforetheactionword(Gelman&Tardif, 1998), evidenceformverb-oriented
input language like Mandarin supported a preference of verb usage by children.
2.4.3 Semantic Speciﬁcity
In addition to the syntactic structure of Mandarin Chinese, the other feature—semantic speci-
ﬁcity—was claimed as another factor which facilitated earlier verb acquisition (W. Ma et al.,
312006 ; P. Chen et al., 2008). It is suggested that English verbs are more generic since they
usually convey a broader range of actions; therefore, children spend more time on acquiring
senses of verbs. A similar remark was made in Chen’s (2007) paper that English verb cut can
cover a range of actions like slicing, chopping, and trimming while such a generic verb is lack
in Mandarin. That is, Chinese verbs denote more speciﬁc meaning accompanied by the relation
to the instrument or the direction of the activity. For example, bo (剝/ to peel) and si (撕/ to
split) denote actions completed by hands; qie (切/ to cut) and ge (割/ to slice) denote actions
with a knife. Verbs with direction meaning are like zhe (摺/ to wrap) by moving along an angle
and juan (轉/ to turn around) by moving along a circle. In sum, the meaning speciﬁcity of
Chinese verbs helps children learn verb earlier and easier.
Not only language acquisition but also “disacquisition” of verbal lexicon reveals the pat-
tern of semantic subclasses (Duvignau et al., 2005). Kim and Thompson (2004) conducted
an experiment among three groups—the patients with Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), the agram-
matic aphasic patients with verbal retrieval difﬁculty, and the normal people. The results show
that agrammatic aphasic patient’s verb deﬁcit is caused by the syntactic structure. In semantic
aspect, the agrammatic aphasic patients have a resemblance to normal subjects in producing a
number of speciﬁc verbs. It is suggested that aphasic patients beneﬁt from the elaborate seman-
tic components associated with complex verbs and they can show an advantage for retrieving
speciﬁc verbs. However, patients with AD mainly produce general verbs and their retrieval of
speciﬁc verbs is quite limited. This implies that AD patients show impaired semantic knowl-
edge of verbs. This phenomenon is called as a “bottom-up breakdown of verb lexicon.” In a
semantic network in Figure 2.2, when a more complex target verb like scrub is not available,
the AD patient has to reach to a higher node for retrieving a proper verb like clean. That is why
32AD subjects show a strong preference to general verbs over speciﬁc one. All of the experiments
argue for the existence of semantic subclasses in verbal semantics.
2.5 Access to Word Senses in Corpus-Based Linguistics
This section gives a general picture about how researches probe into word senses in the usage
of corpus data. In traditional semantics, the semantic components are clues to explore a word’s
meaning. Recently, linguists look for its behavior in syntactic structures or contextual infor-
mation. Numerous studies have been ad hoc undertaken to design the practical tasks of word
sense tagging and disambiguation. Previous studies are reviewed in this section, which starts
with the theory of distributional semantics and the relevant researches based on it.
2.5.1 Distributional Semantics
A major issue in investigating lexical meaning is to design the criteria for words’ semantic
content. In probing words’ meaning, it is more efﬁcient to specify under which conditions
two words are considered as semantically similar. It is the model of distributional semantics
that assumes semantic similarity can be determined in the linguistic distributions. Such notion,
Distributional Hypothesis (DH), is deﬁned as following in Lenci’s (2008) paper:
Distributional Hypothesis:
The degree of semantic similarity between two linguistic expressions A and B is a
function of the similarity of the linguistic contexts in which A and B can appear.
In the view of distributional semantics, the semantic constitution of a word is connected
with the distribution of it. Recently, DH has gained its popularity and been widely discussed in
33various ﬁelds of linguistics7. For structuralists, two near-synonyms are two words interchange-
ably appear in most of the same linguistic contents. Therefore, linguistic distribution is a trait
for classifying words into groups such as the class of motion verbs and the class of abstract
nouns. It supports the claim that linguistic distribution is an empirical evidence for seman-
tic analysis. However, generative linguistics brought the attack against distributional methods.
The core value of generative linguistics is I-language (Pustejovsky, 1995), which emphasizes
the internalized competence of the entity instead of linguistic structures of words. Besides,
the corpus-based linguistic evidence is lack of description of grammar and is unsuitable for
semantic explanation. In another ﬁled, cognitive linguistics, researchers regard the meaning of
a lexicon as conceptualization of an entity or a situation, which is evoked by sensory, motor, or
emotive experience. For cognitive linguistics, distributional constraints is something governed
by our conceptualizationto this world. Distributionalstructure is the effect ofconceptualization
rather than a cause controlling our concept. Outside cognitive linguistics, formal semantics em-
phasizes the denotation of an entity and the truth conditions in possible worlds (Portner, 2005).
They hold the view that meaning should be anchored onto external-linguistic entities instead of
language-internal word distributions. Notwithstanding the critiques from different ﬁelds, DH
has been ﬂourished in corpus linguistics. They argue that the distributional analysis of con-
text is important for exploring word meaning. The usage-based perspective comes from the
assumption that people know a word when they know how to use it. Thus the context-based
distribution is a basis for semantic representation.
Indistributionalandcontext-theoreticsemantic, corporaaretheempiricalevidenceforword
co-occurrence and statistics is the key method to portray a word distributional behavior through
7ESSLLIWorkshop on Distributional Lexical Semantics: http://esslli2010cph.info/
34the salient contextual features. There are two versions of DH: one is a weak version and the
other is a strong version. In the weak version, DH only assumes that there exists a correla-
tion between semantic content and linguistic behavior. In the example of Levin’s classes of
English verbs (Levin & Hovav., 1995), verbs sharing the alternations of argument structures
are grouped together. This type of classiﬁcation is based on the distributional patterns. The
similarity in distribution functions as an explanation to the semantic property. It strengthens
the hypothesis that distributional analysis is the basis for paradigmatic classes of words. On the
other hand, the strong version of DH assumes that word distributions in context play a constitu-
tive role of semantic representation for that word. Researches adhere to the strong DH conduct
various models like Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and Hyperspace Analogue to Language
(HAL). They strive to set up a gold standard ontology of semantic categories and investigate
whether distributional models are capable of probing the property of a concept like textitbeing
animate for textitdog and textithaving wheels for textitcar. It is then possible to conclude that
the structures of the language contribute to some extent to shape our semantic competence. The
distributional constraints provide an empirically well-motivated basis for exploring linguistic
issues.
2.5.2 Syntactic Behavior
Nowadays, corpus-driven researchers (Huang & Chen, 1992) starts to examine verbal seman-
tics in terms of the syntactic patterns reﬂected on the natural discourse. Tsai et al.(1998), for
example, attempt to deduce relevant components of the near-synonyms lei (累) and pijuan (疲
倦) “tired” from the relation between distributional patterns. The two verbs are investigated in
35fourways: thesyntacticfunction8 verbsserve, theargumenttypes9 verbstake, andtheaspectual
types10 as well as the sentence types11 verbs allow. Such investigation of lexical representation
of verb meaning is based on the notion that a verb’s syntactic behavior is semantically deter-
mined.
2.5.3 Co-Occurrence Word
In addition to syntactic structure, the contextual information resulted from the surrounding
words has become an important clue on word sense tagging and word sense disambiguation
(WSD) (柯淑津，陳振南，黃居仁, 2004 ; Ker & Chen, 2004). With the rise of high technology
and large collection of linguistic data, the manual tagging of word sense is time-consuming
and unworkable. Instead, it is a new trend to tag word sense automatically through the pro-
cess of machine-learning. Ker and Chen (2004) proposed a framework for adaptive word sense
disambiguation on Chinese data. Unlike several previous WSD systems, their framework is
claimed to be superior on two aspects: ﬁrst, the knowledge stored in their model is not limited
to certain domain; second, the data base is constantly implemented along with the task of query.
The adaptive method works in two steps: the ﬁrst stage is to construct the knowledge base
from training corpus and the next step is to resolve ambiguity automatically. In the training
data, sentences are ﬁrstly segmented and the target/key word is assigned various senses.Since
the meaning of the target word is determined by the context where it occurs, there must be
certain relationship between the target word and its surrounding words12. In the example of the
8Clauses with the verb could serve as a predicate, complement, etc.
9It tests what kind of syntactic category is taken as the subject and object.
10Here, it includes aspectual markers, aspectual adverbs, etc.
11It means active/passive/imperative sentences, etc.
12It is referred to as one of the linguistic constraints “one sense per collocation.” (Yarowsky, 1993) That is, the
36word dai 帶, the sense could be deﬁned differently in varied contex (柯淑津，陳振南，黃居
仁, 2004). In (34), the context word dai 帶 “with” gives clues to deﬁne the sense of dian 帶 as
“electron; an elementary particle with positive or negative charge” However, the sense of dian
電　 in (35) is determined as “electric current” since the context word yong　用　denotes the
meaning of “use.” Given the word w, the frequency count of the context word must be ﬁrstly
calculated. Then, the co-occurrence probability of the target word w with each sense division
can be computed. Finally, the sense-conditional probabilities scores can resolve the ambiguity













































2.5.4 Deﬁnition and Gloss
Based on the concept of contextual information, dictionary-based approach (Jurafsky & Martin,
2000) proposes another algorithm to retrieve a correct sense of a target word. The sense of a
target word is dependent on the co-occurrence of particular words in close proximity. The close
proximity could be deﬁned as the boundary of punctuations such as comas, colons, or periods.
Within this boundary each of the senses of a target word is compared to the meanings of all
the remaining words. However, the comparison between the target word and all context words
would become an inefﬁcient work. Thus, dictionary-based approach ﬁrstly selects a crucial
context word which takes priority over other remaining words. The selection can be done
through examining the syntactic relation between target word and the crucial context word.
Once the selection has been done, the next step is to decide the sense of a target word. The
words in proximity affect each others’ senses.
37sense of a target word which can match the deﬁnition of the crucial context word will be chosen
as a target sense. In the example (36-b-ii), both the target word pine and the surrounding word
cone have two senses. Pine with its ﬁrst sense “kinds of evergreen tree with needle-shaped
leaves” is chosen as the correct sense in the context pine cone since the meaning “evergreen
trees” in context word cone only matches the second ﬁrst of pine, whereas the other sense of
cone has no overlap with the meaning of the context word.
(36) pine cone (Jurafsky & Martin, 2000)
a. pine:
(i) S1. kinds of evergreen tree with needle-shaped leaves
(ii) S2. waste away through sorrow or illness
b. cone:
(i) S1. solid body which narrows to a point
(ii) S2. fruit of certain evergreen trees
Due to the limitation that dictionary entries for senses of words are usually short and insufﬁ-
cient, Ramakrishnan et al. (2004), try to compare the context word against glosses for each
sense of the target word. They measure the similarity between the context word and each target
word’s sense. The word sense with highest similarity will be taken as the accurate sense of the
word in that context. The novelty in their approach is the use of Word Net in generating words’
glosses or descriptions. The advantages of extracting word senses from Word Net are summa-
rized as the following: First, it provides a word’s senses with a description in detail, which is
called descriptive-glosses. For instance, the descriptive gloss for tape is “memory device con-
sisting of a long thin plastic strip coated with iron oxide; used to record audio or video signals
38or to store computer information.” Second, it lists a word’s hypernymy-nodes for each sense,
referred to as hypernymy-gloss. In the example of Vesuvius with its ﬁrst, the hypernymy-gloss
is fvolcanog, fmountain, mountg, and so on (see Figure 2.5). Such hypernymy-gloss is based
on the hierarchical structure of ontology. The other two types are hyper-desc(n) and holo-Des
gloss, which combines the descriptive-gloss and the gloss of each hypernyms together. It is
worthwhile to note that different types of glosses and combination of them will have different
results in similarity.
Figure 2.5: Example of hypernymy-gloss for Vesuvius.
(Ramakrishnan et al., 2004)
2.6 Computational Model of Word Space
Most works on automatic semantic analysis build links between words and visualize the rela-
tionships into graphs. This section ﬁrstly presents the general idea behind word space models
and some problems followed by solutions proposed in literature. I will demonstrate from vector
establishment to visualization in Widdows et al.’s (2002) project. Finally, there is a discussion
on Latent Semantic Analysis with Singular Value Decomposition and the follow-up modiﬁca-
tion.
392.6.1 Vector Spaces
In the ﬁnding of meanings of words or a group of words, two main mathematical spaces/models
are often used: one is vector spaces with certain features and the other is graph for representing
semantic network. Here we put more stress on discussing the former one. The process of
building a vector models from corpus data is introduced by Sahlgren (2005) as the following:
The goal of ﬁnding spaces among words is to measure the similarity of them. Words with
similar meanings will appear in close proximity13. The words now are not represented by
senses, descriptions, or gloss. Instead, each of them is connected with a bundle of features.
In psychological experiments, these features are usually used to measure the distance among
words. In Sahlgren’s (2006) example, the two words mouse and rat are represented by the
feature vectors in a seven-point scale, as shown in Figure 2.6. These features constitute a high-
dimensionalvectorspace. Thisfeature-spaceapproachbecomestheinspirationofusingcontext
vector in a co-occurrence matrix F. Two main methods are used to construct two kinds of ma-
trix. This ﬁrst one is a words-by-documents matrix (Fwc) or sometimes called as term-document
matrix. Each row of the matrix (Fw) shows the frequency of the word in each document. That
is, we have to count the number of times a word appearing in the different context. As for the
column, it represents context (Fc) such as a document. In Widdows’s (2002) paper, the rows of
the matrix can be considered to be word-vectors and the sum of word-vectors of words in the
same document is called the document-vector. Since a word is associated with its own word-
vector in each document, the number of documents is also the number of dimension of the word
vector space. In other words, a word is projected onto the n dimension if there are n documents
in collection. A famous example of word space model based on words-by-documents matrix
is latent semantic analysis (LSA)14 (Deerwester et al., 1990 ; Berry et al., 1996), which will be
13It is called a distributional hypothesis, as introduced in previous section.
14In LSA, the n vectors of words are referred to as “latent variables” which could be the index of meaning.
40discussed later.
Figure 2.6: Example of feature vectors for the mouse and rat.
(Sahlgren, 2006)
The second way of vector extraction is from the word-based co-occurrence matrix, referred
to as words-by-words matrix or term-by-term matrix. The column label in the matrix is now
changed into words.15 In the example of Figure 2.7, we can count the number of times cannot
and speak co-occur within a certain window of context such as ten words. The vector of cannot
could be determined by the fact that it usually occurs near another word speak. In speciﬁcity,
theco-occurrencecountsforspeak is(0;0;1;0;1;0;0;0), whichisdeﬁnedvectors. Besides, the
vectors of co-occurrence counts is referred to as context vectors, representing word’s contexts
(Sahlgren, 2006).
2.6.2 Latent Semantic Analysis with Singular Value Decomposition
Latent semantic analysis (LSA) is a well-studied representational scheme for vector-based se-
mantic analysis and relied on the notion of distributional hypothesis. In the view of distri-
butional hypothesis, the meaning of the word depends on its use in language. That is, the
context—co-occurrence words or the distributional patterns—can manifest the word’s mean-
ing. The idea can be explicitly explained in the following formula (Karlgren & Sahlgren,
15Most of these word are content-bearing words. Thus, stop words should be excluded.
41Figure 2.7: Representation of word-based co-occurrence.
(Sahlgren, 2006)
2001): the context C of a word w is the distributional patterns D in text T, written as D(w,T) or
fCjw 2 Cg, which particularly represents the word’s meaning M(w). In the assumption that
words with similar meaning will occur as neighbors in texts, the research in LSA represents
text data as a words-by-documents co-occurrence matrix, and normalizes the matrix through
singular value decomposition (SVD) into a dimension reduced matrix.
We have seen a t x d matrix, X, of terms by documents in Figure 2.11, in which each cell
entry is the number of times a word(row) appears in the document(column). In the SVD model,




In the process of singular value decomposition, the rectangular matrix X is decomposed into
a matrix with 9-dimensional left singular vectors T0 and a matrix with 9-dimensional right
singular vectors D0 and a diagonal matrix of singular values S0 (see Figure 2.8). It is shown
42that T0 describes the original row entities as vectors of derived factor values, D0 the original
column entities, and S0 the scaling values. In the example of a reconstruction based on only two
dimensions, the original matrix X is approximated by using vector elements in the rectangles
in Figure 2.8. By multiplying out the matrices TSD0 in Figure 2.9, we will get Xhihat, the
estimate of X, as shown in Figure 2.10.
X  Xhihat = TSD0
It is noticeable that Xhihat16 does not exactly match the original matrix X but it solves the
problem of data sparseness and multi-dimensionality. Although it is not a perfect ﬁt, it gives a
better estimate of word-word or word-document relations than original data. It is demonstrated
by the following examples in Landauer et al.’s (1998) paper. In the example of document m4,
survey, graph and minors occured once but trees didn’t show in m4 in X matrix (see Fig-
ure 2.11). However, the entry for trees was replaced with 0.66 and that for survey was 0.42 in
Xhihat matrix (see Figure 2.10). It is interpreted that trees with 0.66 is the estimated times it
would occur in a document such as m4, containing graph and minors. In contrast, survey with
0.42 is not counted as an imported feature in describing the document m4. Take word-word
relations as another example, human, user and minors never occur in the same document in
X matrix. In Spearman’s correlation, human and user in X matrix show a negative value (r =
-0.38) while human and minors appears slightly higher (r = 0.29),as shown in Table 2.3. This
result seems contradictory to the fact that human and user are in human-computer interaction
documents (c1 – c5) and minor is a term appearing in graph theory documents (m1 – m4). That
is, human and user should show a closer relation than that of human and minors. Such word-
word relations can be better explained in Xhihat matrix, where human and user becomes highly
16The new matrix Xhihat is suggested to be the least-squares best ﬁt approximation of X with k singular
values.
43correlated (r = 0.94), and human-minors’ r correlation falls to negative (r = -0.83). Other ex-
amples such as document-document relations are also better re-estimated in the reconstructed
matrix Xhihat matrix.
In sum, statistic analysis is a major component of distributional semantics and the other
method LSA with the well-know linear algebra technique SVD is the backbone of computa-
tional model. In corpus-based distributional methods, language data is turned into a source for
exploring word meaning. For instance, the contextual representation of the word book is not
simply the accumulation of the book instances. Instead, statistics is used to ﬁnd the salient
contexts and transform it into the numerical data, i.e. vectors. The vectors build an association
between a word and its contextual features. In an n number of documents, a word is projected
onto an n-dimensional space. Words are conceived as points in a distributional space formed by
relevant linguistic contexts. A word is then represented by n-dimensional vectors. The vector
space is considered semantic space among words. By measuring the vector distance, the se-
mantic similarity between words is generated. It is concluded that the distributional semantics
is not simply the recording of structure constraints in corpus linguistics. It tackles the crucial
aspects of word meaning formation and language acquisition. Corpora are not only used to
extract linguistic information but the mixing linguistic and extralinguistic information. The
contextual representation of words can be taken as approximation of word meaning.
44Table 2.3: Comparison of two pairs of terms in X
and Xhihat matrix.
X matrix Xhihat matrix
human and user r = -0.38a r = 0.94c






2.6.3 Modiﬁcation and Application
In the work of semantic similarity analysis, vectors are well deﬁned and computed in mathe-
matical and statistical design. It is believed that words with high semantic similarity will show
similarity in vectors. However, there are some problems encountered in vector establishment.
Both document-based and word-based co-occurrence matrices face two problems: data sparse-
ness and high dimensionality of vectors. When the vectors are formed in words-by-documents
matrix, many of the cells are assigned with the number zero. That is, there could be no token
counted in most documents. This is said to be a sparse data problem or the phenomenon of
Zipf’s law (Zipf, 1949). In Berry’s (1996) example of a 12  9 term-by-document matrix in
Figure 2.11, the elements of the matrix are the frequencies in which twelve terms occur in nine
documents17 respectively. It is clear that most of cells in the matrix are zero. It is even the phe-
nomenon that over 99% of cells in a word-based co-occurrence matrix have the same problem.
The other extreme problem happens in co-occurrence matrix is the high dimensionality. In the
17Documents c1-c5 are relevant to human-computer interaction and m1-m4 are documents of graph theory.
45(a) T0: Left singular vectors for 12 terms.
(b) S0: A diagonal matrix of 9 Singular values.
(c) D0: Right singular vectors for 9 documents.
Figure 2.8: Decomposition of X into T0;S0,and D0.
(Deerwester et al., 1990)
46Figure 2.9: A reduced model of X.
(Deerwester et al., 1990)
word-based co-occurrences, the dimensionality is changed to the number of words, which is
much higher than the number of documents in documents-based co-occurrences. Confronting
with this problem, researchers now apply dimension reduction techniques on vectors before
computing. Useful techniques are Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) and Independent Component Analysis, etc. All of them can achieve the goal
of transforming a high value matrix into a smaller one.
Now, let’s look how Widdows et al. (2002) build word vectors from corpora and visualize
the vector spaces into graphs. In their project, the word-by-word matrix (term-term matrix) is
applied to building vectors. However, the model here is a bilingual vector model and it is a little
intricate. Their corpus includes nine thousand German abstracts and their English-translated
version. Based on term-term co-occurrence, the pair of German/English abstract is treated as
a single compound document. If a German word G1 appears in the German abstract D1 and
an English word E1 is found in English translated version of D1, the German word G1 and
the English word E1 are regard as co-occurring within a certain domain. With the singular
47Figure 2.10: Xhihat: A reconstructed matrix of X.
(Deerwester et al., 1990)
value decomposition (SVD), the vector space is reduced from 1000 to 100 dimensions. The
following stage is to visualize the vector spaces on a two-dimensional graph. The process of
visualization is skipped here and the graph is shown in Figure 2.12. In the query of English
word drug, it shows that the word is between two German words Medikamente “prescription
drug” and Drogen “narcotic.”
Over several years, the models of vector-space implemented in various ﬁelds have faced the
same difﬁculty: the high dimensionality. In local representations of the frequency matrix, the
dimensions of vectors are determined by the numbers of rows or columns (i.e. the number of
contexts in the corpus data). With growth of the size of data, the reduction of dimensions be-
comes an issue widely discussed in literatures. One of the traditional techniques of dimension
reduction, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), is said to be costly in the computer memory
and execution time. Thus, it is impractical to apply SVD in dimension reduction when the
size of documents or vocabulary is enlarged. The new trend of dimension reduction in the
48Figure 2.11: Example of a 12  9 term-by-document matrix.
(Berry et al., 1996)
implementation of vector-space models is called random indexing. The method is to narrow
the context windows to only a few words surrounding the focus word. In Karlgren’s (2001)
example, a 2 + 2 sized context window for a focus word is shown in Table 2.4. The focus
word is is preceded by two words This parrot and followed by two words no more and the
four context words are, therefore, transferred into the context vector. Due to proximity of the
context words to the focus word, the context words are weighted differently in the calculation
of context vectors.
In the example of the index vectors with eight non-zero elements in 1000 dimensions, they
will have four +1s and four -1s, respectively.18. The words-by-context matrix can be generated
from the document-based co-occurrences: whenever we observe a given word appearing in a
document, the document’s index vector will be added to the row for the focus word in the ma-
18The number of +1s and -1s must be equally distributed. (Sahlgren, 2002)
49Figure 2.12: Visualization of the vector model with the example of drug.
(Widdows et al., 2002)
Table 2.4: An example of 2 + 2 sized context window in random indexing.
Sentence [(This parrot) is (no more)]
Representation [(wn 2wn 1)fn(wn+1wn+2)]
Weightings [(0.5, 1) 0 (1, 0.5)]
(Karlgren & Sahlgren, 2001)
trix. As for the word-based co-occurrences, the process is also the same. In the end, the words’
contexts are constituted by d-dimensional context vectors. The number of dimensions remains
the same as that of index vectors. The advantage of the model of random indexing is that the
dimension d is ﬁxed once it has been set. Whenever a new data is added to, the values of
context vectors increase but the dimensionality remains unchanged. The problem of dimension
reduction is solved in such a model. More application of random indexing model can be seen
in Widdows’s (2008) project.
Recently, the word space models are also applied on the following aspects:
50In exploring word sense, we have seen that a word sense can be determined by the co-
occurrence words, i.e. the context information. The context information can be transferred
into context vectors, which are the sum of word vectors in the same document. That is, the co-
occurring words within a certain window are thought to be a word cluster in a document. Given
the word W1 in a document D1, its sense can be determined on the basis of another context vec-
tor similar to its. On the other hand, word vectors, the sum of each row, with n dimension is
used for measuring the similarity among words. Whenever two word vectors are similar to each
other, the two words also display high similarity. In addition, the vector space can help establish
relationships of words in the ﬁeld of lexical and ontology acquisition (Widdows, 2003). Other
works such as information retrieval19 or documentation segmentation20 are well-development
techniques in vector spaces.
19It applies word-document matrix in searching engine to return a more relevant document for the keyword.
20Documents are segmented based on context vectors.
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Methodology
The research design of this thesis is shown on the ﬂowchart (see Figure3.1). The starting point
is the research problem and the general purpose to ﬁnd a way to identify powerful predictors of
verb categories. Before any analysis is conducted, the data structure and sources are identiﬁed.
The data analyzed in this study are one hundred and ﬁfty single verbs. The assumption under-
lying the research is that variables (frequency, sense no., object no.) can distinguish between
generic verbs and speciﬁc verbs. To assess the predictive power and accuracy of the model,
Principle Component Analysis, Generalized Linear Model and Binary Logistic Regression are
used. Inadditiontodesigningamodelofverb-typeprediction, thisstudyevaluatesgroupdiffer-
ences between generic verbs and speciﬁc verbs on semantic space. It relies on the distributional
model based on Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus1 through Latent Semantic Analysis. The
following sections discuss the process in detail.
1ASBC website: http://dbo.sinica.edu.tw/ftms-bin/kiwi1/mkiwi.sh
52Figure 3.1: Flowchart of research design.
533.1 Data Collection
The verbs under investigation are collected from M3 project2, which attempts to research on
semantic ﬂexibilities of verbs. The raw data recorded contains 158 verbs, which were used
by subjects in research; among the 158 verbs, however, we ﬁnd some written forms may be
wrongly given to describe the same action. For instance, the action “pounding” is convention-
ally written as ‘搥(chui),’ but we do ﬁnd some various forms which are suspected to denote
the same action of ‘hammering’, such as ‘槌(chui).’ Note that two of them are pronounced
the same. The transcription could mistranslate ‘搥(chui)’ into ‘槌(chui)’ and vise versa. For
consistence, we excluded ‘槌(chui)’ and keep ‘搥(chui)’ only.
The next step is to exclude some novel use of verbs, which is not written by Chinese char-
acters but English letters. For instance, ‘to hit’ is conventionally written as ‘K,’ but it raises
difﬁculty for corpus-based research in Chinese corpus. As the result, only 150 verbs are con-
sidered in this study.
3.2 Criteria for Choosing the Bare Verb Form
In order to avoid redundant information from unexpected interference to the wrongly judgment
on children’s ability to the action-naming task, most of the verbs collected from M3 project
are in bare forms, i.e. a simple lexical verb with monosyllable, so the sorting of such simple
form from complex cases requires precise criteria for such task. Let us consider compound ﬁrst.
It is widely known that Mandarin Chinese has complex verb forms, especially the produc-
2The projection description is in Section 1.2.
54tive V-V compounds, and that V-V compound would be widely taken to describe certain actions
is expectable. However, such V-V compounds adopted by children under certain circumstances
may be misleading from denoting the real action done by any performer. For instance, a re-
searcher on screen performs the action ‘breaking the glass,’ but children may code such action
with various forms of verbs, such as ‘qiao-po (敲破/ hit-break),’ ‘qiao-sui (敲碎/ hit-shattered),’
‘da-po (打破/ beat-break),’ etc. As can be seen, the second verb usually denotes the resultant
state, but only the ﬁrst verb precisely indicates how a child ‘senses’ the action—qiao (敲) and
da (打), regardless of the notion of conventionality and proximity3. Therefore, the second verb
of a compound is usually dropped if it only indicates results of the actions, and only the ﬁrst
verb is kept as a bare verb4, unless the combination of the two verbs in the compound is unsepa-
ratable for a speciﬁc meaning or the compound is conventionally considered as ONE bisyllabic
verb. The verb ‘zhunbei (準備/ to prepare)’ is the example for bisyllabic verb, and the sepa-
ration of zhun(準/ to aim) and bei (備/ to be fully ready) is rather doubtful. Also, we do not
regard the verb ‘hui-shou (回收/ to recycle)’ as an endocentric compound formed by two verbs;
instead, the verb hui-shou (回收) is only considered as one verb undergone full integration.
Another type of complex verbs involves two elements, the ﬁrst of which may be regarded
as an adverb in function. For instance, the verb ‘dui-fen (對分/ to dichotomize/ to separate a
3In M3 project, a verb can be semantically and pragmatically viewed in two domains: conventionality and
speciﬁcity. A verb is regarded as conventional one if it is widely adopted by adult to the description of the certain
action, while it is approximate if it is not the conventional one. This thesis only focuses on the distinction of
speciﬁc and generic verbs.
4Those verbs being dropped are used to code the consequence of the action, such as kai (開), cheng (成), jie
(解), po (破), sui (碎), duang (斷), to name just a few. Note that those verbs are not excluded from the list if a
subject is conﬁdent to use those words to code a speciﬁc action as he sees. The notion of sorting is the criteria
only for the case of V-V compounds, not for all the cases of verbs suggesting resultant states.
55thing with two sides equally),’ was once collected. However, the ﬁrst element ‘dui(對/ equally)’
seems not to denote the action of separation but only to offer the further information of the two
sides in equal. Moreover, a subject may complicate the description of action which he/she
sees. The typical case is collected as ‘yui-chai-yui-xiao (越拆越小/ (lit.)more-deconstruct-
more-small).’ The enhance element ‘yui (越/ more)’ is, without a doubt, not considered as a
verb and should be sorted out. Also, the adjective ‘xiao (小/ small)’ is not a part of the action,
so only the verb chai (拆/ to deconstruct) is adopted.
3.3 Assumption of the Distinction
This study attempts to specify the notion of speciﬁcity of verbs. Quoted from Chen et al’s
(2008) paper, the notions of speciﬁc and generic verbs are deﬁned as:
Generic verb: A verb with a broad meaning, used in several semantic domains, for
instance: [打氣球] (to hit the balloon)...
Speciﬁc verb: a verb with a restricted meaning, used in a speciﬁc semantic domain.
For instances: [撕報紙] (to tear a newspaper)...
However, the deﬁnitions of both generic and speciﬁc verbs are too vague by saying ‘broad
meaning’ and ‘restricted meaning.’ Though generally assumed by native speakers as well as
researchers, these two notions require further speciﬁcation by any means. In the following
parts, we investigate these two terms by quantitative study in order to distinguish speciﬁc verbs
from generic groups, with the so-called ‘broad meaning,’ and this leads us to the assumption
that the distinction between the two does exist.
563.4 Manual Tagging
Before looking deep into the nature of the verb in terms of speciﬁcity, we test the native speak-
ers’ intuition toward this notion. Little disagreement is expected if we strongly sense it, the
speciﬁcity of verbs. The ﬁrst step toward the goal is the manual tagging by the two authors of
this project. Note that such task is done unaffectedly by any embodied quantitative numbers
of any properties of verbs, such as frequency or sense numbers extracted from corpus, in order
to show that this distinction is generally assumed and can be distinguished to some extent by
intuition.
The task of tagging is based on certain criteria. According to Kim and Thompson’s (2004)
paper5, generic verbs are considered as verbs with broad meanings, and they are used in several
semantic domains and denote different actions. And the most important thing is that generic
verbs do not specify instruments, agents or objects under certain actions. In contrast, a verb
is characterized as a speciﬁc one if it is applied to a speciﬁc action, with restriction to certain
instrument, agent, or objects.
Following the deﬁnition of speciﬁcity and generality given by Kim and Thompson (2004),
the criteria of manual tagging is developed as:
1. To consider if the verb can be used in more than one type of actions—to have relatively
more senses than other verbs.
For instance, da (打/ to hit) is indeed have more senses than many other verbs under
investigation6, and it would be tagged as a generic verb.
5The information cited is given from the email from Karine Duvignau, and we are grateful for such help!
6The quantiﬁcation of the notion ‘sense number’ here is based on corpus studies. We extract the senses of each
572. To consider if the verb indicates speciﬁc agents or instruments.
For instance, the action chui (搥/ to hammer) must be done by either a hammer or a ﬁst,
while da (打/ to hit) suggests no agents or instruments. The verb chui (搥/ to hammer)
would be tagged as a speciﬁc verb as the result.
3. To consider the objects (numbers and types) which the verb can take.
The verb da (打/ to hit/ to facilitate) can take numerous types of objects, while the verb
si (撕/ to tear) can only be performed on some type of objects which are tearable, such
as paper products: Newspapers, books, boxes etc.. We would tag the verb si as a speciﬁc
verb indeed.
3.5 Tagging Result and Comparison
The result of tagging by the two author of this project shows 82% in agreement—123 out of
150 verbs are matched in tagging, while only 27 verbs are tagged differently. This suggests
that the notions of speciﬁcity and genericity can be distinguished to some extent, but the two
notions may not be distinct with clear-cut. Some vague zone between the two notions does
exist among each native speaker’s intuitions, but it varies from different speakers.
This work tends not only to investigate the distinction of the two notions with the ﬁne
approximation based on corpus- and quantative studies, but also to explain how and why native
word from The Academia Sinica Bilingual Ontological Wordnet (Sinica BOW), and calculate them. The result
shows that the verb da (打) has 11 senses, ranked as No.10 of the 150 verbs. Both the authors consistently tag the
word as generic type, and this is supported by the sense numbers by ranking. More details will be given in the
following section.
58speakers may judge a verb differently in terms of speciﬁcity and genericity. Thus, we are lead
to go further to look deep into the properties of verbs which lead to the (dis-)agreement of
judgment. And those which are assumed to have inﬂuence the distinction are Frequency, Sense
Number, Object Number, and Object types.
3.6 Extraction on Frequency, Sense Number, Object Num-
ber, and Object List/Type
Before we investigate further on the notion of speciﬁcity and genericity in terms of frequency,
sense numbers, number of object types and tokens, let us make an primitive assumption: a verb
that is considered as a generic verb has more senses, so it can be used to describe more actions
(withoutspeciﬁcationsofagentsorinstruments); ifthisisthecase, moretypesofobjectsshould
also be expected, and it leads to a relatively high frequency of the verb occurred in any corpus.
Onthecontrary, aspeciﬁcverbmayonlytakeasmallgroupofobjects; sinceitisrestrictedtobe
used in the description of certain actions, the frequency of the speciﬁc verb may be relative low.
To see if this primitive assumption is correct, we exact information of frequency, sense
number, and object number and types based on corpora. First, we calculate the frequency of
each verb from Word List with Accumulated Word Frequency in Sinica Corpus(AC)7. The cor-
pus shows the number of occurrence of a word, as follows:
As shown in Table 3.1, the word guan can be used in different grammatical function. We
excluded the 2nd, 3rd, 5th and 7th types of usage since the word guan does not function as a
7AC: http://elearning.ling.sinica.edu.tw/CWordfreq.html
59Table 3.1: Frequency of the verb guan(關/to close).
No Rank Word Frequency Percent Cumulation
3449 3449 關(VC) 156 0.003 74.366
7751 7746 關(Na) 59 0.001 82.675
11799 11791 關(Nf) 35 0.001 86.460
16305 16292 關(VJ) 23 0.000 89.115
36527 36388 關(Na)[+spo] 7 0.000 94.549
50333 50049 關(VC)[+vrv] 4 0.000 96.185
50334 50049 關(Nb) 4 0.000 96.185
96374 93826 關(VC)[+spv] 1 0.000 98.584
lexical verb. Instead, we sum up the frequency from 1st, 4th, 6th and 8th types of use to get the
result that the frequency of the word guan as a VERB is 184 of occurring times in the corpus.
Since the corpus AC does not contain the information of senses of each word, we seek to
another corpus: The Academia Sinica Bilingual Ontological Wordnet (Sinica BOW)8 . Each
word from the list of 150 verbs is looked up, and a list of senses is also obtained. Let us take
the word tui (推/ to push) to demonstrate:
Since only the last two senses in Table 3.2 are characterized as verbs, we conclude that the
sense number of the word tui as a verb is 2.
Note that some verbs in Sinica BOW are not speciﬁed for their senses for unknown reasons,
8Sinica BOW: http://bow.sinica.edu.tw/
60Table 3.2: The sense list of tui (推/ to push).
Sense 1: Push Noun
Sense 2: Shove Noun
Sense 3: Jostle Noun
Sense 4: Push Verb
Sense 5: Push: press against forcefully without being able to move Verb
so the number is marked as zero at ﬁrst. However, the number zero is far from the fact that ev-
ery word is used according to its sense. If a word is coined without any meaning at all, such
task of coinage is meaningless. Therefore, we convert this zero sense into 1, which indicates
that every word has at least one sense.
The last task of information extraction is for object numbers and types. The corpus tool
which is perfect for searching this information is Chinese GigaWord Corpus9 liked from from
Sketch Engine (SkE)10. We minimize the occurrence of each object to 1 and also maximize the
object list to its maximal limitation 999. A object list is shown as the following:
In Table 3.3, the total of object number is 468, suggesting that the word nong (弄) in verbal use
that takes objects occurs 468 times. However, only 183 objects are given in the list due to the
occurrence in repetition11.
9Chinese Word Sketch Engine (CWS): http://wordsketch.ling.sinica.edu.tw
10SkE: http://www.sketchengine.co.uk/
11Sketch engine is a powerful device for sketching characteristics of each word, and it, indeed, contains infor-
mation on word frequency. We do not adopt the frequency from word sketch engine but CA corpus due to the
fact that we are unable to sort out the frequency amount of non-verbal use of each word shown by Sketch engine.
Therefore, information on three properties of words are extracted from different corpora respectively.









Finally, we collect all the information, and have the following fragment table, as shown in
Table 3.4.
62Table 3.4: The fragment of verb list for the ﬁrst ten verb (ranked by frequency).
Label Verbs Frequency % Sense(n) Object(n) Object (list) G/S manual
1 做 7426 0.152 11 71929 999 G
2 使用 3573 0.073 6 103446 999 G
3 吃 2617 0.053 28 23421 999 G
4 去 2100 0.042 0 10515 999 G
5 用 1800 0.036 7 16941 999 G
6 找 1720 0.035 1 16094 999 G
7 帶 1661 0.034 4 26414 999 G
8 成 1495 0.031 9 0 0 G
9 打 1442 0.030 10 26016 999 G
10 寫 1368 0.028 3 6655 999 S
63Chapter 4
Semantic Manifestation in Quantitative
Data
4.1 General Discussion of These Three Properties
To probe the nature of speciﬁcity as well as genericity by frequency, sense, and objects, we
assume that the three are as variants that involve for the distinction of the two notions, and they
are correlated to each other to some extent. Still, the assumption mentioned by the previous
section needs to be supported or objected by the further investigation of the three variants.
4.1.1 The Comparison between Manual Tagging Result and the Verb List
Before we compare the tagging result to the three variants, which we believe to be the indexes
of judgments of verbs to be generic(G) or speciﬁc(S) types, we rearrange our data into three
new sets: the verbs in data one is arranged by the ranking of frequency in decreasing order
(see Table 4.1); data two shows arrangement of verbs by ranking sense number in also decreas-
ing order (Table 4.2); and data three, we rank object number as well as in decreasing order
64(Table 4.3). The second step is to quantify the manual tagging into three categories: generic
verbs(G) are scored as 1, Speciﬁc verbs(S) are scored as -1, and undetermined verbs(U) are
scored as 0. We now have the following three fragmented tables:
Table 4.1: Arrangement of verbs by ranking frequency in decreasing order.
Label Verbs Frequency Sense(n) Object(n) Object (list) G/S manual
1 做 7426 11 71929 999 1
2 使用 3573 6 103446 999 1
3 吃 2617 28 23421 999 1
...
150 碾 0 1 28 24 -1
Table 4.2: Arrangement of verbs by ranking sense number in decreasing order.
Label Verbs Frequency Sense(n) Object(n) Object (list) G/S manual
1 吃 2617 28 23421 999 1
2 破 219 26 0 0 1
3 拉 311 21 5830 999 1
...
150 碾 0 1 28 24 -1
Another basic hypothesis is that, if the distribution of G and S verbs is strongly indicated by
the order of these variants in each data, as we expected, the distribution of G and S verbs should
be related to the variants in some ways, e.g. in direct proportion. To examine this hypothesis,
our ﬁrst method is to divide the 150 verbs into 10 groups in each data in order to see how the
G/S/U verbs are distributed:
65Table 4.3: Arrangement of verbs by ranking object number in decreasing order.
Label Verbs Frequency Sense(n) Object(n) Object (list) G/S manual
1 使用 3573 6 103446 999 1
2 做 7426 11 71929 999 1
3 準備 944 8 33534 999 1
...
150 恢復原狀 0 1 0 0 1
Table 4.4: The distribution of G/S/U in dataset 1: ranked by Frequency.
1-15 16-30 31-45 46-60 61-75 76-90 91-105 106-120 121-135 136-150
G 14 15 10 11 10 6 5 4 1 2
S 1 0 1 1 2 5 9 6 10 10
U 0 0 4 3 3 4 1 5 4 3
As shown in Table 4.4 and 4.6, we see that the distribution of G and S are strongly related
to each variant in decreasing order: generic verbs gradually decrease and speciﬁc verbs, on the
contrary, increases while the values of the variants frequency and object number lessen. The
crucial plunge of the number of G in Table 4.4 and 4.6 both happens in the group 6, and the
drop of generic verbs in number suggests an approximate cut between G and S, although it
may not be too accurate without further speciﬁcations. However, the distribution of G/S/U in
Table 4.5 seems less regular: G and S are distributed without plausible expectation.
66Table 4.5: The distribution of G/S/U in dataset 2: ranked by Sense number.
1-15 16-30 31-45 46-60 61-75 76-90 91-105 106-120 121-135 136-150
G 14 8 7 10 9 8 13 6 1 2
S 1 4 5 4 2 4 0 8 7 10
U 0 3 3 1 3 3 2 1 7 3
Table 4.6: The distribution of G/S/U in dataset 3: ranked by Object number.
1-15 16-30 31-45 46-60 61-75 76-90 91-105 106-120 121-135 136-150
G 14 12 11 8 7 4 2 3 14 5
S 1 1 1 3 6 9 9 10 0 5
U 0 2 3 5 2 2 4 2 1 5
We now use R1 to draw another three ﬁgures according to the three tables in order to further
specify how the three variants are related to the distinction of G and S verbs in Figure 4.1, 4.2
and 4.3.
Similar to the analysis of the previous three tables, we see how G and S verbs are distributed
regularly in Figure 4.1 and 4.3. Generic verbs in Figure 4.1 and 4.3 are densely grouped on the
left hand side, while speciﬁc verbs are leaned to the right hand side with great proportion. This
suggests how frequency and object number have strong inﬂuence on the distinction of generic
1R is a popular programming language for data organizing, statistical computing and graphics drawing. It is
an open-source program released by the statistics professors Ross Ihaka and Robert Gentleman of the University
of Auckland in New Zealand in 1996. See:http://www.r-project.org/
67Figure 4.1: The distribution of G/S/U in dataset one: Frequency ranked.
and speciﬁc verbs: the higher the frequency and object number are the greater change would a
verb be characterized as generic type. In contrast, a verb is predicted to be a speciﬁc one if the
frequency and object number are relatively small. This is not the case, however, in Figure 4.2.
the G/S/U in distribution seems to be less predictable: the tendency of the distribution inﬂu-
enced by sense number cannot be postulated.
To sum up this section, we see that the characterization of generic and speciﬁc verbs are
strongly related to the verbs’ own frequency and object number presented in the corpora, while
sense (number) seems to have less effect on such distinction. Moreover, the two variants,
frequency and object number, seems to signiﬁcantly correlate to each other, and this will be
demonstrated in the following section. Sense number reﬂects less predictive power to the char-
acterization of G and S verbs, as shown in the discussion.
68Figure 4.2: The distribution of G/S/U in dataset two: Sense number ranked.
4.1.2 The Correlation Coefﬁcients
To see how the three variants are co-related to each other, one of the best way is through
correlation coefﬁcients. The correlation coefﬁcients among the three variants is automatically
calculated and is given as the following (henceforth ’F’ for frequency, ’Sn’ for sense number,
’On’ for object number and ’Ol’ for object list(type)2 :
2We do not count object type/list(Ol) as one of the variants that correlates to others at this step for several
reasons. (1) The maximum number of object list we can take from word sketch engine is 999. That is, it does not
guarantee that a verb which selects more objects in corpus can be sorted as more types. The ratio of object number
and type is, unfortunately, incorrect among groups. (2) We tentatively assume that it is the object number that is
directly related to the judgment of the distinction of verbs, since we do not easily count the types of objects that
a verb can select while judging (tagging). In fact the correlation coefﬁcient (CC) numbers among the variants do
support the decision: CC (F, Ol) = 0.514, CC (Sn, Ol) = 0.338, and CC(On, Ol) = 0.571. None of the correlation
coefﬁcient is strong enough to say that object list(type) is signiﬁcantly correlated to any other variants.













Formula 1. Correlation coefﬁcient.
Table 4.7: The correlation coefﬁcient numbers between variants.
F Sn On
F 1 0.341 0.787
Sn 0.341 1 0.237
On 0.787 0.237 1
The Table 4.7 strongly indicates that the variant F (frequency) is strongly co-related with
variant On (Object number), while variant Sn has less inﬂuence on the other two. This may not
70be surprising if we consider more carefully. A verb may be used with relatively high frequency,
but the sense is somehow very restricted. Taking the verb xie (寫/to write) for instance, the
verb is ranked as no.10 by frequency, but the sense is relatively low comparing with adjacent
verbs in the list. Also, both the two authors of this project intuitively tag the verb ‘speciﬁc’ in
agreement. This correlation coefﬁcient number suggests the ﬁrst and general opposition to our
assumption since the increase of frequency and object number does not guarantee the increase
of sense number.
4.1.3 The Distribution of Verbs in Figures
We draw three ﬁgures according to the three variants. To make easy for investigations of the
shape of the curved lines, we manipulate the numbers of each variant by multiplication or di-
vision: Frequency number is divided by 10, Object number is also divided by 100, and Sense
number is multiplied by 50. Therefore, we have the following diagrams:
Figure 4.4: Frequency in decreasing order.
71Figure 4.5: Object number in decreasing order.
Figure 4.6: Sense number in decreasing order.
If one variant is closely related to the other, the curved lines of the two are expected to be
similar. As can be seen from the three ﬁgures, 1) the line of sense number curves dramatically
and unexpectedly in Figure 4.4 and 4.5 where sense number is not a ﬁxed variant in order, and
2) the lines of frequency and object number is strikingly similar in the three ﬁgures, especially
in the Figure 4.6, in which the two curves have many the same peaks in no. 1, 8, 15, 22, 34,
67, and 88. Again, these ﬁgures post no opposition to the presumption mentioned previously
since sense number is always less expectable and inconsistent, and it is less close to other main
variants.
724.1.4 The Distribution of Each Variant in Plots
In the previous section, we had a ﬁrst look at the distribution of verbs according to the three
variants. We then proceed with the shape of each variant’s distribution. The shape of a distri-
bution is considered to be a useful clue in characterizing one’s data (Baayen, 2008). The data
studied here is the same with the former part: Frequency number divided by 10 (F 10), Sense
number multiplied by 50 (S 50), Object number divided by 100 (Obj 100). The data with
manipulation is referred to as Data 2 while the raw data is called Data 1. In Table 4.8 and 4.9,
we can see the minimum and maximum values, the mean, the median, and quartiles, followed
by standard deviations for each data.
Table 4.8: Summary about Data 1.
G S manual Frequency Sense Object
Min. :-1.00 Min. : 1.00 Min. : 1.0 Min. : 1.00
1st Qu.:-1.00 1st Qu.: 15.25 1st Qu.: 1.0 1st Qu.: 35.25
Median : 1.00 Median : 57.50 Median : 1.0 Median : 415.50
Mean : 0.22 Mean : 293.59 Mean : 3.4 Mean : 3886.10
3rd Qu.: 1.00 3rd Qu.: 208.00 3rd Qu.: 4.0 3rd Qu.: 2085.50
Max. : 1.00 Max. :7426.00 Max. :28.0 Max. :103446.00
Sd:8.813504e-01 Sd: 7.789600e+02 Sd:4.528804e+00 Sd:1.160861e+04
Inthestudyofthefrequenciesof150verbs, weﬁrstmakeanestimateddensityplot3 (seethe
upper left panel of Figure 4.7). It is clear that the distribution of frequencies is right skewed and
most of them squash against the y axis. In order to examine the major part of the distribution
3In Baayen’s book, the R command ‘density()’ can produce a ‘smoothed histogram.’ In contrast to histograms
with discrete jumps in representation, the plots of density estimation are more similar to the real distribution of
probabilities.
73Table 4.9: Summary about Data 2.
G S manual F 10 S 50 Obj 100
Min. :-1.00 Min. : 0.100 Min. : 50.0 Min. : 0.0100
1st Qu.:-1.00 1st Qu.: 1.525 1st Qu.: 50.0 1st Qu.: 0.2975
Median : 1.00 Median : 5.750 Median : 50.0 Median : 4.1550
Mean : 0.22 Mean : 29.359 Mean : 170.7 Mean : 38.8557
3rd Qu.: 1.00 3rd Qu.: 20.800 3rd Qu.: 200.0 3rd Qu.: 20.8550
Max. : 1.00 Max. :742.600 Max. :1400.0 Max. :1034.4600
Sd:0.8813504 Sd:77.8960020 Sd:226.3799344 Sd:116.0879077
and remove some of the skewed parts, we further apply the logarithmically transformation to
thesefrequencies. Theshapeofloggedfrequencies(logF)isthenshownintheupperrightpanel
of Figure 4.7. It is a distribution with one peak and seems to be a standard normal distribution.
To ascertain whether it is a standard normal distribution, we have to graph a quantile-quantile
plot (Q-Q plot)4. Before we make a Q-Q plot of frequencies, we graph an example of a normal
distribution with mean 29.359 and standard deviation 77.8960020 of frequencies (see the lower
leftpanelofFigure4.7). Ifourdataoffrequenciesisanormaldistribution, thequantile-quantile
plot will also generate a straight line. As can be seen in the lower right panel of Figure 4.7, the
Q-Q plot for the actual data in logged frequencies is pretty similar to the normal distribution.
We then analyze the distribution of sense number and object number in the same way,
as shown in Figure 4.8 and 4.9. Like frequencies, the distribution of sense number and object
number is right skewed. However, the logged sense number (logS) is a shape with one peak and
an opaque bump (see the upper right panel in Figure 4.8). In contrast to the normal distribution
4In a quantile-quantile plot, we can compare the actual data to the theoretical normal. The horizontal axis
represents the quantiles of standard normal distribution and the vertical axis are for the empirical.
74Figure 4.7: Estimated density plots of F 10 in Data 2.
75Figure 4.8: Estimated density plots of S 50 in Data 2.
76Figure 4.9: Estimated density plots of O 100 in Data 2.
77(see the lower left panel in Figure 4.8), the points with lower logS lie very near the horizontal
axis in the lower right panel in Figure 4.8. As for the object number (see Figure 4.9), the logged
object number (logObj) is a distribution with two clear peaks in the upper right panel and its
Q-Q plot generates a weirdly shaped line in the lower right panel. It is obvious that we do not
have a normal distribution in terms of sense number and object number.
4.1.5 Principal Component Analysis
According to Woods et al (1986), principal component analysis (PCA) is a technique to sum-
marize information from multivariate data. It is a device that reduces dimensionalities of a
data developed by multi-variants by extracting several factors with valuable weight in order to
reﬂect the information of the original data as much as possible. By deﬁning a set of common
underlying dimensions, all of the separate variables in the evaluative properties are grouped
together as a broader evaluative facet called as factors. We adopt this technique in this project
and manipulate it (PCA based on correlation matrix) by the statistical package to probe the
relation between the three variants (F, Sn and On) and how they are related and weighted in
terms of categorization of verbs in terms of speciﬁcity and genericity.
The method ﬁrst generates the combinations of variables of the greatest amount of vari-
ance explained and proceeds to that of smaller and smaller amounts of variance in Table 4.10.
According to the percentage of variance accounted for by each combination, the ﬁrst two com-
binations contain approximately 94% of the total information originally from the data, which
are believed to be the best two candidates for factors extracted. However, only the components
with eigenvalues larger than 1 can be considered to be signiﬁcant and those smaller than 1 are
disregarded in Latent Root Criteria (Hair et al., 1998). Figure 4.10 plots the eigenvalues (y
78axis) against the three components (x axis) extracted from the study. The cutoff with eigen-
value 1 is drawn with a dotted line. Following latent root criteria, the ﬁrst component is the
only combination having an eigenvalue (1.985) greater than 1 and the eigenvalues of the sec-
ond component (0.834) and third one (0.181) are less than 1. The stopping criteria thus ﬁlters
out the second component and only component one is selected as a factor which reaches the
explanatory adequacy level. Although only one component is selected, it is regarded as a satis-
factory solution accounting for over 60% of the total variance.
Table 4.10: Total Variance Explained.
Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
Component Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative %
1 1.985 66.166 66.166 1.985 66.166 66.166
2 .834 27.785 93.951 .834 27.785 93.951
3 .181 6.049 100.000 .181 6.049 100.000
The initial factor matrix containing factor loadings illustrates the role of each variable in
deﬁning each factor, as shown in Table 4.11. In a factor matrix, each column speciﬁes com-
ponent and each row with variable’s loading demonstrates the relation with components. For
instance, the factor loading (0.929) shows the correlation of the variable (i.e., Frequency) and
the factor (Z1). The squared loading (0:9292) is then the amount of variance (86%) explained
by factor one. According to the rule, factor loadings with 0:30 is considered the minimal level
and loadings of 0:50 or greater are practically signiﬁcant. In the guidelines for identifying
signiﬁcant factor loadings based on sample size, a sample size of 150 verbs in our study, the
79Figure 4.10: Eigenvalue plot for three components.
base line of signiﬁcant loading is 0:45. Back to Table 4.11, all variables in factor one have
a factor loading greater than 0:45 so these loading values are signiﬁcant enough. According
to Table 4.11, the loading values, represented as Figure 4.11, of each principal component are
ﬁnally calculated in Table 4.12 and component one is extracted as following:
Z1 = 0:659X1 + 0:383X2 + 0:647X3(66:166%)
The eigenvalue of the ﬁrst component is much higher than the others, and this indicates
that the ﬁrst component has more informative value toward the categorization of Speciﬁcity-
Genericity of verbs. As can be seen, the weights of X1(F) and X3(On) in the ﬁrst component
are strikingly close to each other, and this also implies the strong correlation between the two
variants. Also, both F and On are more weighted in the categorization of verbs. On the con-
trary, the sense number seems to have less power on the categorization of verbs in terms of
speciﬁcity and genericity.
80Table 4.11: The loading of variables on the factors.
Component
1 2 3
Frequency .929 -.211 -.305
Sense no. .539 .842 .023
Object no. .912 -.282 .297
Figure 4.11: Component plot.
4.2 Prediction on Verb Types
4.2.1 Multinomial Regression
In the analysis of Multinomial Regression, it aims to discover the relationship between the in-
dependent and binary dependent variables (Woods et al., 1986 ; Hair et al., 1998 ; Tabachnick
& Fidell, 2001 ; Baayen, 2008). That is, the relative weight of each independent variable (e.g.,
81Table 4.12: Eigenvector values.
Z1 Z2 Z3
F 0.659 -0.231 -0.717
Sn 0.383 0.922 0.0541
On 0.647 -0.309 0.685
jKij 1 1 1
frequency/F, sense numbers/Sn, and object numbers/On) is examined in terms of affecting the
behavior of the binary dependent variables (e.g., generic versus speciﬁc verb types). In previ-
ous sections, the 150 verbs are classiﬁed into being generic (G), speciﬁc (S), or undetermined
(U) in comparing subject’ manual tagging results. In the comparison of manual tagging results,
verbs are considered as G or S when subjects’ coding results are in agreement. For those verbs
which are not tagged as the same among subjects, they are referred to as U. This three-way dis-
tinction based on coding result comparison is only suitable for the analysis we did in previous
parts. In a binary logistic regression analysis, however, the dependent variables are considered
to be two groups—generic and speciﬁc. It is because each subject is instructed to code each
verb as G or S but never U in manual tagging, those 150 verbs for each subject can be either
generic or speciﬁc. In predicting a two-group (G groups versus S group) categorical variable,
the specialized form of regression (logistic regression) is applied on the analysis of predictor
variables’ (F, Sn, and On) relative impact. In the following parts, Generalized Linear Model
(glm) examines a model’s explanatory value and Logistic Regression Model (lrm) using maxi-
mum likelihood estimation to estimate the probability of one of two possible values (G or S) of
the outcome.
824.2.2 Generalized Linear Model
Generalized linear model (glm) is widely used when the data sets are concerned with two
categories of the outcomes. In the study of two verb types classiﬁcation, glm is the best choice
of models to test whether the probability of a G verb is determined by the predictors (F, Sn, and
On) we assumed before. In the case of da (打/ to hit), the probability of being generic is the
counts of its G labels divided by the number of subjects. In the example of all subjects tagging
da (打/ to hit) as G, the proportion of it to be generic, is 1. However, this calculated proportion
is unsuitable for linear regression model in several ways. Instead, logits (the log odds ratio)
are required through LOGIT transformation, which comparing the probability of an event of




(b)logits = log(odds ratio)
Formula 2. Log odds ratio.
In applying the function of glm in R, the data frame must list a column of the number of
times each verb is coded as G and a column of the counts of S for each verb. With the function
of glm, we then generate a three tables. In Table 4.13, the deviance residuals correspond to the
residuals of ordinary regression but transformed as logits show the differences between the ob-
served results and the expected results (e.g., the comparison between the actual group and the
predicted group). The estimated coefﬁcients of independent variables are listed in Table 4.14,
again in the form of logits. All of the variables (F, Sn, and On) show positive coefﬁcients, which
means the probability of a G verb increases along with the variables. A G verb, for example,
is more expected with higher frequencies. The p-value of frequency following the estimated
coefﬁcients demonstrates that frequency is the most powerful predictor at p-value= 0.00509
signiﬁcant level. In Table 4.15, the null deviance is the deviance of the model with only an in-
83tercept. That is, the null deviance is based on the hypothesis that the probability of a verb being
S is the same for all verbs. In comparing a verb to a coin, the probability of a coin coming up a
head (p = 0:5) or a tail (p = 0:5) remains the same for all coins and the chance of a verb as G
(e.g. p = 0:6) or S (e.g. p = 0:4) is assumed to be ﬁxed for all verbs. If this assumption holds,
the number of times we expect to get k G-verbs in n observations is calculable from binominal
coefﬁcient Cn
k and the probability of that is equal to Pr(k) = Cn
k(p)k(1   p)n k. Neverthe-
less, the difference between null deviance and residual deviance shows a pattern of chi-squared
distribution with p-value of 2.365885e-13. Since the p-value is much smaller, we can conﬁrm
that the null hypothesis doesn’t hold. The probability of a verb being S is not the same for all
verbs and the three variables (F, Sn, On) did impact the possible outcomes. The model we have
is testiﬁed as explanatory enough. Back to the predictive power of variables in Table 4.14, the
two variable Sn and On seem not reliable since their p-values are both higher than 0.05. How-
ever, the result of analysis of variance (anova) provides a different explanation (see Table 4.16).
In anova, we run a test of the chi-squared distribution and frequency is changed to be the last
factor. In this way, all of the three factors show their predictive power with small p-values. This
is because Sense numbers (Sn) and Object numbers (On) are relatively less predictive than Fre-
quency (F). The explanatory ability of Sn and On can be exempliﬁed when F is temporarily
eliminated from the model.
Table 4.13: Deviance residuals.
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-5.0498 -1.4874 0.1545 1.3177 1.8624
84Table 4.14: Parameter estimates.
Effect Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(> jzj)
Intercept -0.3818010 0.1826097 -2.091 0.03655*
Frequency(F) 0.0043024 0.0015358 2.801 0.00509 **
Sense(Sn) 0.0552228 0.0406164 1.360 0.17395
Object(On) 0.0001058 0.0000817 1.295 0.19545
—
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
4.2.3 Binary Logistic Regression
In this section, it aims to see if verb types as generic (G verbs) or speciﬁc (S verbs) can be
accurately predicted by the three independent variables (F, Sn, and On), and those verbs that
are undetermined due to lack of agreement are not counted here. The 123 verbs tagged as either
G or S in agreement are considered in the analysis of logistic regression model (lrm). Differ-
ent from linear models of regression, logistic regression directly predicts the probability of an
event occurring through cutting scores and the relationship between dependent and independent
variables is an S-shaped curve instead of a straight line. While the method of least squares is
applied in multiple regression in the approximation of the relationship between dependent and
independent variables, logistic regression employs the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)
in iterative process to generate the coefﬁcients and the best ﬁt line of the correlation.
In the study of 123 verbs (45 S verbs and 78 G verbs), the outcome variable of G is encoded
as 0 and S as 1 in Table 4.17. The S verbs are interpreted as successes and the G verbs as
85Table 4.15: Chi-squared distribution of the two deviances.
Null deviance: 326.39 on 149 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 264.54 on 146 degrees of freedom
AIC: 309.97
p-value of chi-squared distribution: 2.365885e-13
—
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 7
failures. Before we estimate the predictive power of independent variables, we run the empty
model which solely counts on the intercept (constants) and ignores the variables (Frequency,
Sense, and Object), as shown in Table A. In the classiﬁcation table (see Table A (c)), all verbs
are predicted as G and this empty model hits 63.4% accuracy. In the next step, the three in-
dependent variables are taken into consideration and the results are in Table 4.19 and 4.20 .
The ﬁrst summary model in Table 4.19 starts off with the number of observations, 123 verbs.
The important statistics, Model L.R. (model likelihood chi-square) correspond to chi-square in
Table 4.20 (a), shows the difference between the Null Deviance and the Residual Deviance.
The likelihood ratio chi-square of 33.09 with a p-value of 0.000 conﬁrms that our model as a
whole (the model with three predictors) ﬁts better than the empty model and the predictors are
explanatory enough.
The log likelihood value (-2LL:128.461) in Table 4.20 (b) is used to compare the ﬁt of this
model with the empty model. The Nagelkerke R Square (0.323) correspond to R Square value
in Table 4.19 is the indication of the predictive strength of the model. It is in the form “pseudo”
R square calculated from log-likelihood ratio statistics:
86Table 4.16: Analysis of deviance table with ANOVA.
Model: binomial, link: logit
Terms added sequentially (ﬁrst to last)
Effect Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev P(> jChij)
NULL 149 326.39
Sense 1 15.49 148 310.90 8.312e-05 ***
Object 1 32.93 147 277.97 9.547e-09 ***
Frequency 1 13.43 146 264.54 0.000247 ***
—






The other two index, C and Dxy is worth discussion (see Table 4.19). The C indicates the
concordance between the predicted probability and the observed response. The prediction is
random with C value of 0.5 and it is a perfect prediction with C value of 1. The model obtains
a C with the value 0.846 and generates Somers’ Dxy as follows:
2  (0:864   0:5) = 0:693
Dxy is a rank correlation between predicted probability and the observed response. A Dxy
with the value 0 refers to random prediction and that of 1 also means perfect prediction. The
model obtaining a C value 0.846 and a Dxy 0.693 both strengthen the real predictive capacity.
The partial correlation of three variables and dependent variable (Prob(S)) is also shown in
Figure 4.12. If we draw vertical lines drawn at 0.5 predicted probability value to be the cutting
87score for making verbs as S or G. As was seen in the ﬁgure, the predicted line is non-linear
and the observations to the left of the cutting score 0.5 will be classiﬁed as G whereas those
to the right of the cutting score will be classiﬁed as S. It is clear that a verb being S decreases
with increasing frequency and object number but not so obvious with sense number. Finally,
the classiﬁcation matrix in Table 4.20 (c) illustrates a relatively high hit ratio for the analysis
samples, i.e. (62 + 35)=123 = 78:9%. Likewise, the hit ratios for individual group are also
satisfactory as follows:
P(predict G j actual G ) = ( 62
62+16) = 79.5%
P(predict S j actual S ) = ( 35
35+10) = 77.8%
The result shows the model can predict G verbs and S verbs at near 80% accuracy. A test
of the full model with three predictors against a constant-only model was statistically reliable,
indicating that the predictors, as a set, reliably distinguished between generic verbs and speciﬁc
verbs.
Table 4.17: Dependent variable encoding.




This chapter is with the attempt to investigate the notion of speciﬁcity of physical activity verbs
in Mandarin Chinese. With proper criteria, the ﬁrst step is to give manual tagging for the
verbs collected from M3 project and compare the result, which suggests reliable agreement in
88Table 4.18: Block 0: beginning block.
(a) Variables in the equation.
B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B)
Step 0 Constant -.550 .187 8.634 1 .003 .577
(b) Variables not in the equation.
Score df Sig
Step 0 Variables Frequency 8.152 1 .004
Sense 6.130 1 .013
Object 7.074 1 .008
Overall Statistics 11.222 3 .011
(c) Classiﬁcation table.
Predicted
G S manual Percentage Correct
Observed G S
Step 0 G S manual G 78 0 100.0
S 45 0 .0
Overall Percentage 63.4
i. Constant is included in the model.
ii. The cut value is .500.
89Figure 4.12: Logistic relationship between dependent variable(being speciﬁc) and independent
variables.
90Table 4.19: Logistic regression model summary.
Obs Max Deriv Model L.R. d.f. P C
123 6e-04 33.09 3 0 0.846
Dxy Gamma Tau-a R2 Brier
0.691 0.697 0.323 0.323 0.166
the manual tagging. Bearing the assumption that frequency (F), sense number (Sn) and object
numbers (On) of a verb occurring in corpora are expected to be in direct proportion to some
extent, we probe the three factors as dependent variables and the G-S tagging set. The com-
parison suggests that (1) the distribution of G and S are highly relied on the value of F and
On, (2) the variable F and On are also closely related, and this is also elucidated by correlation
coefﬁcients of the three variables, and (3) the result gives a general opposition to our primitive
assumption about the direct proportion of the three variables.
To specify the correlation of the three variants, we resort to Principal Component Analy-
sis to deﬁne underlying dimensions. The extraction of one principal components, which has
an eigenvalue greater than 1 and accounting for over 60% of the total variance of the data.
The factor loadings in the matrix indicate that all of the three variables in component one are
practically signiﬁcant. The eigenvectors in component one demonstrates that (1) F and On
are highly correlated, (2) F and On are more powerful variables in the explanation and expec-
tation of the distribution of Speciﬁc and generic verbs, which they are more weighted in the
ﬁrst component, (3) Sn are less related to the other two, and the valuable weight of Sn in the
less-signiﬁcant second component suggests that it has less predictive power of S-G distribution.
91Table 4.20: Block 1: method = enter.
(a)Omnibus tests of model coefﬁcients.
Chi-square df Sig.
Step 1 Step 33.090 3 .000
Block 33.090 3 .000
Model 33.090 3 .000
(b)Model summary.
Step -2 Log likelihood Cox & Snell R Square Nagelkerke R Square
1 128.461(i) .236 .323
i. Estimation terminated at iteration number 8 because parameter estimates changed by less than .001.
(c)Classiﬁcation table.
Predicted
G S manual Percentage Correct
Observed G S
Step 0 G S manual G 62 16 79.5
S 10 35 77.8
Overall Percentage 78.9
i. The cut value is .500.
92In the analysis of Multinomial Regression, the proportion of each verb’s type (G/S) is cal-
culated and further transferred into logits. With the function with generalized linear model, the
empty model (a model with only an intercept) shows a signiﬁcant difference from the model
we have. It conﬁrms that the probability of a verb being G or S is not the same for each verb.
Instead, the three variables (F, Sn, On) have inﬂuence on the possible outcomes. Compared
with the most powerful predictor Frequency, Sense numbers and Object numbers are relatively
less inﬂuential. The explanatory ability of Sense numbers and Object numbers are better exem-
pliﬁed when Frequency is the last factor in the model. In the following analysis, binary logistic
regression, the maximum likelihood estimation is used to predict the probability of a verb being
G or S as well as the relation between verb types and independent variables (F, Sn, On). From
the statistic results, the high value of C and Dxy 0.693 strengthen the real predictive capacity
of the model. Also, it is found that the probability of a verb being S decreases with increas-
ing frequency and object number but not obvious with sense number in the partial correlation
plots. Finally, the hit ratios for classifying G and S group are 79.5% and 77.8% separately. The
overall hit ratio for the model is 78.9%. The near 80% accuracy of very type classiﬁcation con-
ﬁrms that the model with three variables (F, Sn, On) included is generalizable in prediction. As
mentioned in the early section, one should not expect generic and speciﬁc verbs are classiﬁed
with a clear cut in human minds but a gray zone among the two types, varied from individuals.
93Chapter 5
Word Space and Semantic Speciﬁcity in
Mandarin
The issue of ‘word space’ has been gaining attention in the ﬁeld of distributional semantics,
cognitive and computational linguistics. Various methods have been proposed to approxi-
mate words’ meanings from linguistic distance. One of the most popular models in distri-
butional semantics is Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) with dimension-reduction technique,
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) (Landauer et al., 1998). The backbone of LSA is the
co-occurrence distributional model in which words are conceived as points scattered in a texts-
built n-dimensional space (Lenci, 2008). Rather than trying to predict the best performing
model from a set of models, this study highlights the extent to which word space or semantic
space measured from vector-based model can access the verbal semantics.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 1 proﬁles the variation of semantic space
affected by the semantic loads of single verbs. It shows how verbs with speciﬁc semantic con-
tents (S verbs) perform differently from those without heavy semantic loadings (G verbs) in
94semantic space. Section 2 demonstrates how to assess the meaning of Chinese resultative verb




The goal of this section is to examine the semantic variation between two verb types, generic
versus speciﬁc verbs. It ﬁrst creates a taxonomy for the classiﬁcation of various verb groups
(genericverbsversusspeciﬁcverbs)basedonthesemanticdistancewithLatentSemanticAnal-
ysis (LSA) and Cluster Analysis. The common used technique for measuring out semantic
distance in a distributional model is LSA. The notion of distributional hypothesis is that the
semantic similarity of two lexical items is derivable from the similarity of their distributional
patterns (Lenci, 2008). With semantic distance as similarity measure, cluster analysis groups
similar verbs together. This is to capture the homogeneity of verbs within the cluster and reveal
the heterogeneity between the clusters (Hair et al., 1998). The following parts ﬁrst introduce
the construction of the distributional model via the statistical package R and then explain how
‘meaning speciﬁcity’ (semantic loading) affects the semantic distance of individual verbs and
verb clusters.
955.1.1 Distributional Model Based on Sinica Corpus
The distributional model built in this survey is based on the texts in Sinica Corpus. The math-
ematical tool applied is Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) with a well-known linear algebra,
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) (Landauer & Dumais, 1997 ; Landauer et al., 1998 ;
Karlgren & Sahlgren, 2001 ; Sahlgren, 2002, 2005, 2006 ; Widdows et al., 2002 ; Widdows
& Ferraro, 2008). The ﬁrst step is to transfer the words in various texts into points scattered
in a high dimensional space. Then, the mathematical methods are used to single out the most
salient contextual features, which is called dimension reduction. The meaning of words is now
represented as the numerical data structure, vectors. As a whole, a word-vector is determined
by its distribution in statistically relevant contexts. The following parts summarize the main
stages of the model-building process.
 Stage 1: the co-occurrence matrix
There built a word by document matrix or sometimes called term-document matrix. Each
row represents the word item and each column represents one ﬁle/document in the whole
data. The cell in this matrix is the number of times each word appearing in each docu-
ment. There are 190 ﬁles containing about 96000 word types1. It is a matrix with 190
dimensional space in which word-vectors represent the coordinates of points in the space.
Figure 5.1 shows a fragment of the 96000*190 term by document matrix.
 Stage 2: latent semantic space
1The hapax legomena (words occur only once in the whole data) are not included in the matrix. The total word
types including hapax amount to 220000 or so. To avoid time and computer consuming, we excluded those hapax
from the co-occurrence matrix.
96Figure 5.1: A fragment of the 96000*190 term by document matrix.
This step is to keep relevant context information, delete the noise, and single out latent
semantic space via the mathematical tool, SVD. First of all, the original matrix (M) is
further decomposed into the product of three matrices (TSDT). These matrices are then
reduced into k dimensions2. In the following reconstruction process based on k dimen-
sions, it multiplies out the truncated matrices TkSkD0
k and then gets a Mk matrix (the
approximation of X) in Figure 5.2.
 Stage 3: similarity measurement
With the reconstructed matrix Mk, it is able to compare words with vectors derived from
text corpora. All terms and their closeness can be returned by cosine measure. In addition
to cosine measure, the other useful method is to calculate the Euclidean distance. Mea-
suring the word/row vectors in a geometric space is to approximate the semantic space
between words. The shorter the distance is, the closer the meaning could be. The fol-
2It could be a speciﬁc number but we set the dimension with an argument ‘share=0.5’ in the function. That is,
a fraction of the sum of the selected singular values (from the diagonal matrix) to the sum of all singular values is
0.5.
97Figure 5.2: A fragment of the reconstructed matrix.
lowing shows an example of ﬁnding the nearest neighbors of the word da (打 / to hit) via
two methods (see Table 5.1). In cosine measure, items with higher value show a closer
relation. In contrast, words with high relation will have a shorter distance value with the
query item in the method of Euclidean distance. For the convenience of visualization
and cluster analysis, Euclidean distance is applied in the following study. A fragment of
Proximity Matrix of Euclidean Distance between lexical items in Academia Sinica Bal-
anced Corpus (ASBC)3 is in Figure 5.3.
Table 5.1: Associating words of da (打 / hit).
qu (去/go) na (拿/take) zhao (找/ﬁnd) chi (吃/eat)
Cosine 0.9287147 0.9269788 0.9209483 0.9130709
Distance 0.3775852 0.3821550 0.3976221 0.4169630
3ASBC website: http://dbo.sinica.edu.tw/ftms-bin/kiwi1/mkiwi.sh
98Figure 5.3: A fragment of Proximity Matrix.
5.1.2 Semantic Clustering
The primary objective of cluster analysis is to examine the formation of a taxonomy: whether
G verbs and S verbs form two groups separately. The clusters also help us grasp the semantic
space among verbs as well as the potential semantic relation of them. Based on the distance
matrix of lexical items generated in the last section, this part applied cluster analysis on the
selected 150 verbs/observations4. For the convenience of comparison, each verb is coded with
its type and a serial number like zuo (做/ to do) is G1 and si (撕/ to tear) is S275. Before form-
ing clusters, a proximity matrix of Euclidean distance between these 150 verbs is extracted, as
shown in Table 5.2.
4These 150 verbs are single verbs selected from the experimental data. In the previous study of classiﬁcation,
these verbs are divided into two types (G:generic versus S:speciﬁc). There are 78 G verbs and 45 S verbs, along
with 27 U(undetermined) verbs. It is noticeable that U verbs do not count as one type of verbs. They are ﬂoating
verbs between G and S. We keep their identity as U and examine their potential characteristics in a binary cluster
analysis.
5In fact, only 146 of 150 verbs are being classiﬁed because four words are missed in Sinica Corpus. To avoid
confusion, we still call them 150 verbs in cluster analysis.
99Table 5.2: A fragment of Proximity Matrix of Euclidean Distance
between each pair of verbs. a
S16 S17 S18 G71 S19
S16 0.0000000 1.191250 0.729914 0.9913096 1.204304
S17 1.1912500 0.000000 1.237721 1.1939883 1.242747
S18 0.7299140 1.237721 0.000000 1.1280639 1.338729
G71 0.9913096 1.193988 1.128064 0.0000000 1.198595
S19 1.2043040 1.242747 1.338729 1.1985946 0.000000
a S16 rou(揉/crumple); S17 zhe (折/snap); S18 niu (扭/twist); G71 die (疊/pile);
S19 gua (刮/scrape)
Once the similarity measure is done, the next procedure is to combine similar verbs into
groups. It starts with each verb/observation in its own cluster, and combines two clusters to-
gether step by step until all the verbs are in a single cluster. Agglomerative method is im-
plemented in the process in which single points are agglomerated into larger groups. This is
termed a hierarchical cluster procedure that explores the co-relational structure of these single
verbs. In complete linkage, all objects in a cluster are linked to each other with the longest
distance. The use of the longest distance in complete linkage makes the least similar pair of
objects group together. In other words, the maximum distance of the group results from the
linkage of objects with minimum similarity. The cluster dendrogram is plotted is Figure 5.4, in
which clusters are formed from the bottom (left side) to the top (right side)6. The correspondent
ﬁgure of characters is shown on Figure A in Appendix A.
6The ﬁgure of the tree structure is turned to the right so the left side of the tree is the top group and the right
side is on the bottom now.
100Figure 5.4: Agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis of 150 verbs.
101Figure 5.4 demonstrates that the highest split (the most right line) separates these verbs into
two big groups: the top branch group and bottom branch group drawn in different squares. The
constituents of the two branches are listed in Table 5.3. It is clear that most of the constituent
parts of the top group are G verbs whereas S verbs count as majority in the bottom group. If
the top group is considered as a group formed with G verbs and bottom group with S verbs,
the hit ratio7 of G verbs (74.6%) is much higher than that of S verbs (57.1%). The clustering
algorithm that we applied shows some structure, but there is no accurate separation of these
two verb types. It is noticeable that the concern of this cluster analysis is not to get a 100%
hit ratio. Instead, it is to investigate how verbs form clusters with each other. As the semantic
cluster shows, these head verbs are grouped into two big clusters: one is composed of G verbs
and the other with S verbs. G verbs form clusters by themselves but it is more complicated for
S verbs. A detailed investigation of the relationship between the verb type and the distance is
discussed in the following part.
Table 5.3: Distribution of G/S verbs in two big clusters.
top group bottom group
Generic verbs 59 (64.1%) 18 (33.3%)
Speciﬁc verbs 20 (21.7%) 24 (44.5%)
Undetermined verbs 13 (14.1%) 12 (22.2%)
Hit ratio 74.6% 57.1%
7The hit ratio is calculated as follows:
hit ratio of G in the top group: 59=(59 + 20) = 74:6%
hit ratio of S in the bottom group: 24=(18 + 24) = 57:1%
It is noticeable that U verbs are temporarily ignored here.
1025.1.3 Distance Variation in Small-G/S-Clusters
Following the line of argumentation, this section demonstrates how distance varies within
small-G-clusters and small-S-clusters. The results of semantic clustering (see Figure 5.4) sug-
gest that G verbs in the top group tend to from small clusters by themselves (small-G-clusters)
and S verbs in the bottom group form small clusters on their own (small-S-clusters). Also,
many of the small-S-clusters include at least one or two G verbs. In order to examine the dis-
tance difference, small-G-cluster (or small-S-cluster) is deﬁned as a cluster formed with the
nearest twenty words of the G verb (or S verb) target. In order to test the representative power
of small-clusters with 20 words, we have examined the clusters with 25 and 30 words as well,
as shown in Figure 5.5. Figure 5.5(a) shows small-G-clusters of yong (用/use) coded as G5 and
shou (收/ put back) with coding G20; Figure 5.5(b) has small-S-clusters of S40 qia (掐/pinch)
and S26 tun (褪/fade). In all of the four cases, the curves in 20-word cluster don’t change
signiﬁcantly when the sample size is set to 25 or 30. The small-G/S-clusters with the sample
size (N=20) is justiﬁed as representative. In the example of one G verb yong (用/use) coded as
G5, the closest twenty words are almost G verbs and the only one S verb is the farthest word
xie (寫/write) (see Figure 5.6). In addition, the distance among these G verbs are between 0.4
and 0.6. In contrast, the nearest words of the S verb qia (掐/pinch) include S verbs and G verbs
with distance over 0.8 (see Figure 5.7). The distance examination of the small cluster is applied
to all of the 150 verbs studied in this survey. Table 5.4 has illustrated the comparison of verb
types and the distance in the small cluster. As expected, the semantic distance is signiﬁcantly
affected by the verb type of the target word in the small cluster. The distances among words in
most of the small-G-clusters range between 0.4 and 0.8. In contrast, over eighty percent small-
S-clusters obtain a distance from 0.8 to 1.2. As for those U verbs which can not be decided
as generic or speciﬁc in the manual tagging because of the lacking of agreement, they have
103distance between 0.6 and 1. Their distance shows an overlap with part of G verbs and part of S
verbs. It conﬁrms that U verbs are in a fuzzy zone between G verbs and S verbs.
Table 5.4: Comparison of verb types (G/S) and semantic distance within small cluster.
Distance 0.4-0.6 0.6-0.8 0.8-1.0 1.0-1.2
Small-G-cluster 24 (31.2%) 32 (41.6%) 17 (22.0%) 4 (5.2%)
Total:72.8% Total:27.2%
Small-S-cluster 0 (0) 6 (13.6%) 19 (43.2%) 19 (43.2%)
Total:13.6% Total:86.4%
Small-U-cluster 1 (4%) 8 (32%) 11 (44%) 5 (20%)
The semantic relation depends on the words’ meanings so that words with more meanings
are apt to build connections with other words. That is, G verbs are words with more senses
and they appear more frequently in various context. Based on their high frequency distribution,
G verbs construct a solid relation with each other in small-G-clusters. In contrast, S verbs are
words with restricted meanings and they have relatively limited distributional patterns. Due to
their low variety of patterns, S verbs are not easy to have tight relations with other words. It
shows that words with generic meaning have high distribution variety and the distances among
them are much shorter. The lack of polysemous feature makes the speciﬁc verbs be short of
various distributional patterns and lose the opportunities to form close semantic relation with
others. The semantic space among G verbs is short enough to form a solid cluster whereas S
verbs are relatively remote from each other in semantic space.
In summary, this study pleads for a verb-type assessment model of semantic spaces which
104(a) small-G-clusters
(b) small-S-clusters
Figure 5.5: small-G/S-clusters with 20, 25, and 30 words respectively.
105Figure 5.6: The small-G-cluster of yong (用/use).
Figure 5.7: The small-S-cluster of qia (掐/pinch).
106combinesthedistributionalmodelandlatentsemanticanalysisofthetextsretrievedfromSinica
Corpus. Withthesemanticclustering, thedistanceamongdifferentverbtypeshasshownagreat
variation. The distance of each verb cluster can help assess the verb category as generic (G)
or speciﬁc (S). Approximately 75% of generic verbs form small clusters with distance lower
than 0.8 while more than 80% of speciﬁc verbs acquire a distance greater than 0.8 . As to the
verbs of indeterminacy, they are averagely scattered in a fuzzy zone between G and S verbs.
Over 70% U verbs are centering the distance 0.8, which suggests that words near distance 0.8
are likely to be undetermined verbs. This analysis has proved that semantic space varies in ac-
cordance with verb’s meaning speciﬁcity. It further conﬁrms that the distributional semantics
is semantics at all. The distributions in context represent not only the linguistic behaviors but
the semantic contents of lexical items.
5.2 Meaning Exploring on Chinese Resultative Verb Com-
pounds (RVCs)
It is the feature that construction of an resultative verb compound (RVC) would make a word’s
meaningmorespeciﬁcinChinese, thissectionteststhegeneralizabilityofthetheoriesproposed
in this study from single verbs to RVCs. The following parts ﬁrst introduce the semantic rela-
tion that could be inferred from a distributional model. There built a distributional model with
verb-event co-occurrence matrix from the data that adults used to describe seventeen different
events in M3 project. In the verb-event co-occurrence matrix, verbs elicited from the same
event are considered to be verbs have the same object in a verb-object co-occurrence matrix.
The relation of verbs depends on their distribution in the event. With the distributional model,
107it then shows how meaning speciﬁcity affects the linguistic behavior and semantic content of
Chinese resultative verb compounds (RVCs). Those RVCs with similar distributional patterns
will present a high semantic relation. This semantic relation could result from the meaning of
the ﬁrst verbal morpheme (Vcaus) or the second one (Vres). It is further proposed that the verb
type (generic or speciﬁc) of Vcaus would affect the whole meaning content of V-V compounds.
5.2.1 Compositionality and Lexical Inference in Distributional Model
In compositionality, the meaning of a complex expression can be built from the meaning of its
componentparts. Itisstatedthatthemeaningofapieceoflanguageisbasedonitsdiscreteparts
and the ways they are joined together. In the aspect of compositionality, meaning explanation
is highly relative with the contextual representation. This provides a basis for Distributional
Hypothesis (DH) to build a model of semantic representation. DH builds vector-based distribu-
tional representations and provides a statistical analysis to account how meaning is composed.
In the example, the dog hit the man, the meaning of the sentence could be obtained by tackling
with the vectors of its components: dog, hit, and man (Lenci, 2008).
Nowadays, distributional semantics is widely discussed in capturing semantic relation, in-
cluding synonymy, hyperonymy and so on. In DH, two lexical items frequently occur in the
same context would be counted as highly related. For instance, buy and acquire are calcu-
lated as near-synonyms in the contexts buy a car and acquire a car. The contexts buy a car
and buy a vehicle makes car and vehicle highly related. However, car and vehicle cannot be
considered synonyms. Instead, their relation is deﬁned as hyperonymy, which is not shown in
the algorithm of distributional semantics. Speciﬁcally speaking, the semantic distance between
108words in distributional semantic represents a symmetric relation of two lexical items. Since
synonymy is a symmetric relation and hyperonymy is asymmetric, the relation of synonymy
is more satisfactory to explain the potential relation among words in DH. However, there is
no standard distance scale to demonstrate how short the distance should be when two words
are deﬁned as synonyms. The distance between two words varies when the data size and the
statistical method are changed. The best way of tackling with the distributional model is to
measure out the relative distance of two words and then infer their semantic relations.
5.2.2 The RVC Structure in the Data
A Chinese resultative verb compound (RVC) consists two main elements: the ﬁrst element
(Vcaus) expresses a causing event or a state while the second element (Vres) denotes a resulting
event or the aspectual properties of the object. According to the Aspectual Interface Hypothesis
(Tenny, 1989), the property of an internal argument can measure out the event. In the Chinese
example, da-po bo-li (打破玻璃 / hit-break glass), the state of the object bo-li (玻璃 / glass)
is changed into smashed and this change points out an end point of the event. The resultative
po (破 / broken) is an delimiting expression which refers to the property of the object. The
object property and the delimiting expression would affect the internal temporal organization
of the event also called the aspect. In addition to deﬁning the second element of an RVC as
a delimiting expression, other surveys label it as Vres which requires the saturation of argu-
ments. Four possible V-V compound argument structures are proposed in Li’s (1990) works.
In the following studies, most of RVCs require an argument structure like (1). The ﬁrst verbal
morpheme (Vcaus) has a theta-grid <1, 2> and the second morpheme (Vres) has <1’>. Vcaus
requires an external argument (a person) and an internal argument (a glass). The internal ar-
109gument (a glass) is identiﬁed with the argument of Vres. Since the internal argument of Vcaus
has to be identiﬁed with the argument of Vres, it raises the issue that which one functions more
prominent in choosing the object of a V-V compound. From the study of RVCs’ distributional
pattern, it examines which one (Vcaus or Vres) is more salient and also dominates the argument
selection of a V-V compound.
(1) V < 1, 2-1’ > (yielding da-po bo-li (打破玻璃 / hit-break glass))
Vcause
da
< 1, 2 >





5.2.3 The Model Based on Verb-Event Co-Occurrence Matrix
The model build here is based on verb-event co-occurrence matrix. Figure 5.8 shows a verb-
event co-occurrence matrix from the data that adults used to describe seventeen different ac-
tions. Since the action verbs elicited from the same event are verbs used with the same object,
the verb-object co-occurrence matrix is presented as a verb-event matrix. A model based on
verb-object co-occurrence matrix has the problem with the variants of the same object. For
example, the objects in tuo-diao yi-fu (脫掉衣服 / take off clothes) and xie-xia yang-zhuang (卸
下洋裝 / remove dress) are taken as two different things in a verb-object co-occurrence matrix,
which makes the distributional patterns of the verbs tuo-diao (脫掉 / take off) and xie-xia (卸下 /
remove) quite different. The two phrases tuo-diao yi-fu (脫掉衣服 / take off clothes) and xie-xia
yang-zhuang (卸下洋裝 / remove dress) are, in fact, responses to the same ﬁlm, describing the
110action of undressing a doll. The phrases yi-fu (衣服 / clothes) and yang-zhuang (洋裝 / dress)
are the variants of the same object affected by the action, undress, in that ﬁlm. To avoid the
variants of objects and take an event as a context, verb-event co-occurrence matrix rather than
the verb-object matrix is implemented to capture the relation of action verbs. The term-event
association in Figure 5.8 contains the frequency of the words (rows) occurring in seventeen
events (columns). The LSA model based on dimensionality-reduction algorithm, SVD, is then
presented in Figure 5.9. The lengths (norms) of all row vectors are computed to ﬁnally get the
distances of all terms, as shown in Figure 5.10. The smaller number of the Euclidean distance
means the closer semantic relation of the two terms. The distance (0.25) between bo (剝 / peel)
and bo-xia (剝下 / peel down) is smaller that (0.67) of bo (剝 / peel) and bo-chu (剝除 / peel and
remove). It suggests the semantic relation between bo (剝/peel) and bo-xia (剝下 / peel down)
is closer than that between (剝 / peel) and bo-chu (剝除 / peel and remove). The verbs studied
here include not only single verbs but V-V compounds and their relations are explained in the
following parts.
Figure 5.8: The count data of verb-event co-occurrence matrix.
111Figure 5.9: A fragment of the LSA model based on SVD.
Figure 5.10: A fragment of Proximity Matrix with single verbs and compounds.
5.2.4 Semantic Assessment
The restriction of distributional model lies in the data format that texts should be segmented
into machine-readable form. For English data, space is the best clue to segment the text into
small word units. Situations become more complicated when the input data is Chinese. In
Chinese data, the ways of deﬁning a word unit have been proposed for several years. Examples
like ban-gong-shi (辦公室 / ofﬁce), si-xia (撕下 / tear-down), and da-sui (打碎 / hit-smash) are
problems in word segmentation when linguistic forms and meanings are considered isomor-
phic. For the reason of authority and uniformity, the Chinese data is segmented into word units
through the CKIP system8 built by Academia Sinica.
At word level, a Chinese RVC usually composed of two characters is represented as one
unit in distributional model. In the example of da-sui (打碎 / hit-smash), the ﬁrst morpheme da
8CKIP website: http://ckipsvr.iis.sinica.edu.tw/
112describes the action of the event and the second morpheme sui denotes the results of the object
affected by the action. Most of the time, the ﬁrst verb (Vcaus) functions as a single word in other
context, however, the second verb (Vres) has lower chances to be used a word independently.
Most of the RVCs are treated as one word unit which is constituted of two morphemes. In
order to ﬁgure out how the meaning of an RVC is determined by the interaction of Vcaus and
Vres, each RVC is compare to the word related to its ﬁrst or second character. In examining the
meaning of da-sui (打碎 / hit-smash), words like da (打 / hit), qiao-sui (敲碎 / knock-smash),
da-lan (打爛 / hit-ruin) will be taken into comparison.
The semantic links among words are built by measuring the linguistic distances among
them. As Table 5.5 shows, the most associated words of the query one are generated along with
their relative distances. The word with distance 0 is the center and larger distance numbers
indicate farther semantic relation. All of the query words in the table are single verbs and most
of their top four associating words, except for na (拿 / take), are RVCs with the query word
as their head. For instance, the nearest word of da (打 / hit), qiao (敲 / knock), xiao (削 / peel
with knife) are da-lan (打爛 / hit-ruin), qiao-po (敲破 / knock-break) and xiao-diao (削掉 /
peel with knife and fall). It seems that the meaning of RVCs are highly associated with its head
verb (Vcaus) like qiao-po (敲破 / knock-break) depends on the meaning of qiao (敲 / knock).
However, some examples like da-lan (打爛 / hit-ruin) surrounded by da (打 / hit) and pai-lan
(拍爛 / hit with palm and ruin) question this assumption. In order to examine the semantic
information of RVCs, a sub-sample with thirty-six verbs is selected to do cluster tasks. The
semantic relationships of word in the sub-sample is visualized as a clustering tree, as shown in
Figure 5.11. The ﬁgure shows that an RVC with a G verb as its Vcaus (GVcaus   Vres) build a
close relation with other RVCs which have the same Vres with it. Take the two most extreme G
113verbs da (打 / hit) and nong (弄 / make) as examples, da-lan (打爛 / hit-ruin) is closer to pai-lan
(拍爛 / hit with palm and ruin) than da (打/hit). The meaning of da-po (打破 / hit-break) also
has a closer relation with ci-po (刺破 / prick-break) rather than da (打/hit). As for nong (弄 /
make), it is far from nong-sui (弄碎 / make-smash) which forms a cluster with si-sui (撕碎 /
tear-smash) ﬁrst. The other GVcaus Vres, qie-kai (切開 / cut-open)/ qie-duan (切斷 / cut-crack)
stand closer to zhe-kai (折開 / snap-open)/ zhe-duan (折斷/snap-crack) than qie (切 / cut). On
the other hand, an RVC with an S verb as its Vcaus (SVcaus   Vres), are grouped with those
having the same Vcaus. The RVC, ju-kai (鋸開 / saw-open), with a S verb ju (鋸/saw) as its
head, forms a cluster with ju (鋸 / saw) and ju-duan (鋸斷 / saw-crack). Other SVcaus   Vres
like si-kai (撕開 / tear-open), sio-po (撕破 / tear-break) and si-lan (撕爛 / tear-ruin) form a
group and bo-diao (剝掉 / peel-fall), bo-kai (剝開 / peel-open), bo-xia (剝下 / peel-down), bo
(剝 / peel) is another.
Table 5.5: Semantic link with distances.
打 打爛 拍爛 砸爛 壓
0.00000000 0.04582576 0.04582576 0.04582576 0.04582576
拿 用 敲破 敲碎 鎚
0.0000000 0.1845589 0.3329985 0.3329985 0.3329985
敲 敲破 敲碎 敲壞 鎚
0.00000000 0.04836321 0.04836321 0.04836321 0.04836321
削 削掉 截 分 拿
0.0000000 0.2989916 0.3264812 0.5375630 0.6932287
With regard to the semantic relation of RVCs shown in the cluster plot, the next step is to
114Figure 5.11: Semantic clustering of selected verbs.
justify the proportion of RVCs with the structure GVcaus   Vres in which Vres selects a G verb
as its Vcause. As mentioned above, Li (1990) has argued that the only one argument of the Vres
is identiﬁed with the second argument of Vcause (see (1)). In such cases, the internal argument
of a V-V compound will be conﬁned to the property of Vres. Take da-po (打破 / hit-break) as an
example, the direct internal argument of this compound must be something breakable instead
of something could be hit. In other words, the second element po (破 / break) can denote the
property of the object and conﬁne its object to this property. When Vres instead of Vcaus func-
tions as a selector of the direct internal argument, it is apt to go with a G verb as its Vcaus and
then form a V-V compound with the structure GVcaus   Vres. That Vres select a G verb rather
than a S verb as its Vcaus is because Vres with a speciﬁc meaning inﬂuences the whole meaning
of the compound as well as limits the internal argument of the V-V compound to certain type.
Based on the argument above, the RVCs with the structure GVcaus   Vres will be examined
115against with its counterpart SVcaus   Vres.
The sub-sample of twenty-six V-V compounds undergone semantic clustering were chosen
based on the seven selected Vres
9. All of the compounds containing these seven Vres will be
picked up and be further classiﬁed according to the verb category (G or S) of the Vcause. As
Table 5.6 shows, the proportion of GVcaus   Vres and SVcaus   Vres is 50% respectively. That
is, half of the selected seven Vres pick up a G verbs as its head while the other half words go
with S verbs. Those Vres preferring a G head to a S head are sui (碎 / smash), po (破 / break),
lan (爛 / ruin), duan (斷 / crack); those preferring a S verb to a G verb head are kai (開 / open),
diao (掉 / fall), xia (下 / down). According to the semantic content these resultative verbs, kai
(開 / open), diao (掉 / fall), xia (下 / down) describes the direction of the action and the motion
of objects and they are deﬁned as ‘path’ Vres (Z. Ma & Lu, 1997). As for sui (碎 / smash), po
(破 / break), lan (爛 / ruin), duan (斷 / crack) called as ‘result’ Vres, they mainly express the
result of the object affected by the action. The outcome reported here suggests that ‘result’ Vres
is apt to have a G verb as its head verb whereas ‘path’ Vres tends to pick up a S head verb. The
proposal in literatures that Vres tends to choose a G head verb is justiﬁed as valid when the Vres
expresses the meaning of ‘result’ rather than ‘path/direction.’
Furthermore, wordsclassiﬁedasthe‘path’Vres canberegardedasaspectualmarkers, which
are privileged verbs, resulting from grammaticalization10. In comparison with ‘result’ Vres
9These seven Vres are sui (碎 / smash), po (破 / break), lan (爛 / ruin), duan (斷 / crack), kai (開 / open), diao
(掉 / fall), xia (下 / down). Verbs undergone semantic clustering are thirty-six, including ten single verbs and
twenty-sixty compounds. Those single/head verbs includes six G verbs and ﬁve S verbs: da (打 / hit), nong (弄 /
make), qie (切 / cut), pai (拍 / hit with palm), ya (壓 / press), qiao (敲 / knock), zhe (折 / snap), ju (鋸 / saw), si (撕
/ tear), bo (剝 / peel), ci (刺 / prick).
10According to Hopper’s (1991) paper, the term—grammaticalization—was deﬁned as the phenomenon that
116expressing the result of objects undergone action, the three ‘path’ Vres, kai, diao, xia, are more
likely to measure our and delimit the temporal organization of the event. In example (2), the
action verb ju (鋸/ saw) takes an aspectual marker kai (開/ open) as a compound, and the
changes of the direct object 木頭 point out the end point of this event. The change-of-state of
the object is indicated by the aspectual marker, kai (開/ open). According to Dowty’s Proto-
agent/patient properties under Aspectual Interface Hypothesis (AIH), the predicates have a
preference ranking of agents and patients’ properties. In the example of ju-kai (鋸開/ saw-
open), the patient matches the top one proto-patient feature, i.e. change-of-state. As for the
agent, the best candidate matching the ﬁrst proto-patient property, volition, would be a person.
In accordance with the discussion of speciﬁcity, an RVC with a generic Vcaus like ju (鋸/ saw)






‘Sb saw the plank and it was broken.’
In summary, words with small distance resulting from their similar distributional patterns
can be interpreted to be semantically similar in a semantic cluster. If da-lan (打爛 / hit-ruin)
and pai-lan (拍爛 / hit with palm and ruin) in the same cluster are frequently exchangeable in
similar contexts, then lan (爛 / ruin) should be more targeted than da (打 / hit) or pai (拍 / hit
with palm) in meaning expression. When qiao-po (敲破 / knock-break) and qiao-sui (敲碎 /
knock-smash) shows high substitutable properties in the same event, qiao (敲 / knock) plays a
more important role than po (破 / break) or sui (碎 / smash). The result of semantic clustering
an autonomous lexical item gains a grammatical feature. Words may undergo grammaticalization in terms of
syntactic change, semantic change, and pragmatic inferring through time.
117Table 5.6: GVcaus   Vres versus SVcaus   Vres.
GVcaus SVcaus
‘result’ Vres
sui (碎/smash) da打, nong弄, pai拍, ya壓, qiao敲 si撕
　 po (破/break) da打, nong弄, ya壓, qiao敲 si撕, ci刺
lan (爛/ruin) da打, pai拍 si撕　
duan (斷/crack) qie切 　
Proportion 47% 15%
‘path’ Vres
kai (開/open) qie切 zhe折, ju鋸, si撕, bo剝　
diao (掉/fall) zhe折, ju鋸, si撕, bo剝
xia (下/down) bo剝
Proportion 3% 35%
has suggested that the meaning of RVCs depend on either the Vcaus or the Vres. The meaning
of GVcaus   Vres is more determined by Vres because GVcaus is more polysemous and the Vres
becomes a prominent role to dominate the meaning of GVcaus Vres. In contrast, SVcaus Vres
focuses on the part of SVcaus since SVcaus expresses its meaning speciﬁc enough. In addition,
the property of Vres also affects the category of its head verb. When Vres like sui (碎 / smash)
belong to the ‘result’ Vres, it tend to choose a G verb as its Vcaus. On the other hand, the ‘path’
Vres like xia (下 / down), its head verb is apt to be a S verb. It is suggested that ‘path’ Vres is
more likely to have a G verb than ‘path’ Vres. As the empirical study illustrates the semantic
information on Chinese RVCs are affected by the semantic space of words.
1185.3 Summary
The previous sections of this study have argued the following points: ﬁrst, the previous study
on the classiﬁcation of G/S verbs based on Frequency, Sense number, and Object conﬁnement
is generalizable and functional for further research. Secondly, the distributional model shows
that the semantic space differ clearly in accordance with the speciﬁcity of verbs. The G verbs
form tight relations with each other and become a larger cluster whereas the semantic space
among S verbs is too distant to become a solid group. Both of the points prove that the osten-
sible features, especially frequency11, can represent not only linguistic behaviors but linguistic
content to some extent. Finally, the G/S verbs play an inﬂuential role in Chinese resultative
compounds. The resultative verb becomes more prominent when the ﬁrst verb is with a generic
meaning. The ﬁrst verb of an RVC is dominant when the ﬁrst verb has a speciﬁc meaning. The
‘result’ Vres is apt to have a G verb as its head verb whereas ‘path’ Vres tends to pick up a S
head verb. In sum, semantic space of verbs is measurable by quantitative data extracted from
corpus. The word space in a distributional model is available for the assessment of semantic
loading and the semantic information of resultative verb compounds.
11The frequency in the distributional model and in cluster analysis is the word frequency of co-occurrence.
However, frequency as one of the variables in verb-type prediction model is the word frequency of single event.
Although they are both termed as frequency, they express different meanings.
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Conclusion
In this chapter, it provides the summary of this thesis in the ﬁrst section. Section two presents
the research ﬁndings and implications of this thesis. The limitations of this study and the sug-
gestion of future research are summarized in the ﬁnal section.
6.1 Summary of the Thesis
This thesis mainly focuses on the issue of ‘meaning speciﬁcity,’ which is also referred to ‘se-
mantic loads,’ of Mandarin verbs. In formal semantics, the components or features of a word
are the best candidates to represent semantic loads. A generic verb like clean is represented
with fewer constituents than its speciﬁc counterpart wipe. In lexicalization pattern, these se-
mantic elements are further classiﬁed into different domains like ‘motion,’ ‘path,’ and ‘manner.’
Given these precise criteria for constitutive feature of words, we ﬁrst tagged these one hundred
and ﬁfty head verbs as generic or speciﬁc manually. These criteria include the implication of
agent and instrument, the limitation of co-occurring objects, and the conﬁnement on the action
denotation to only physical action. The result includes seventy-eight generic verbs (G verb),
120forty-ﬁve speciﬁc verbs (S verb), and twenty-seven undetermined verbs. In order to examine
the results with quantitative evidence, the quantitative-based approaches are adopted. It takes
the frequency, the number of senses of a verb and the range of co-occurrence objects as vari-
ables in the detection of meaning content. The primitive assumption is that a generic verb has
more senses, so it can be used to describe more actions (no speciﬁcations of agents or instru-
ments etc.); if this is the case, more types of objects should also be expected, and it will have
a relatively high frequency of the verb occurred in any corpus. A speciﬁc verb would behave
in an opposite way. Corpra used in this part include Word List with Accumulated Word Fre-
quency in Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus (ASBC), The Academia Sinica Bilingual Onto-
logical Wordnet (Sinica BOW), and Chinese GigaWord Corpus. Two major analyses, Principle
Component Analysis and Multinomial Regression are implemented to the assessment of the
predictive power of the model. With generalized linear model, the empty model (a model with
only an intercept) shows a signiﬁcant difference from the model we built. It conﬁrms that the
probability of a verb being G or S is not the same for each verb. Instead, the three variables (F,
Sn, On) inﬂuence the possible outcomes. It is also found that the probability of a verb being S
decreases with increasing frequency and object number but not obvious with sense number in
the partial correlation analysis. The overall hit ratio for the model for classifying verbs into G
and S group is near 80%. One should keep in mind that the classiﬁcation of verbs into generic
or speciﬁc is never a clear cut but a gray zone among the two types, varied from individuals.
In the second part of this these, it resorts to word space in examining meaning loads. In the
aspect of compositionality, meaning explanation is highly relative with the contextual represen-
tation. This provides a basis for Distributional Hypothesis (DH) to build a model of semantic
representation. DH builds vector-based distributional representations and provides a statisti-
121cal analysis to account how meaning is composed. The aim of this part uses word spaces
measuring the semantic loads of single verbs and exploring the semantic information on Chi-
nese resultative verb compounds (RVCs). A distributional model based on Academia Sinica
Balanced Corpus (ASBC) with Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is built to investigate the se-
mantic space variation depending on the semantic loads/speciﬁcity. Followed with semantic
clustering, words with similar property will be grouped together. It shows that G verbs tend
to from small clusters by themselves and S verbs form small clusters with at least one or two
G verbs. The distance among words in most of the small-G-clusters is smaller than 0.8 most
of small-S-clusters obtain a distance greater 0.8. The distance 0.8 provides an overlap with
part of G verbs and part of S verbs. That is, words near distance 0.8 have great chances to be
undetermined words. In addition to the survey of single verbs, it does primitive tests with Chi-
nese resultative compounds. The verb-event co-occurrence matrix is implemented to capture
the relation of action verbs including single and compound verbs. The semantic links among
words are built by measuring the linguistic distances among them. It shows that an RVC with
a G verb as its Vcaus (GVcaus   Vres) build a close relation with other RVCs which have the
same Vres with it. That is, the meaning of GVcaus   Vres is more determined by Vres while
SVcaus Vres focuses on the part of SVcaus since SVcaus expresses its meaning speciﬁc enough.
In addition, the property of Vres also affects the category of its head verb. The ‘result’ Vres is
apt to have a G verb as its head verb whereas ‘path’ Vres tends to pick up a S head verb. In
sum, meaning speciﬁcity is measurable by quantitative data. The word space can function as a
variable in probing semantic loads of single verbs and compound verbs.
1226.2 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are stated as follows:
 The design of a set of precise criteria for the constitutive features of verb types as generic
or speciﬁc: the implication of agent and instrument, the limitation of co-occurrence ob-
jects (lists and types), and the conﬁnement on the action denotation to only physical
action.
 An identiﬁcation and discussion of the three main quantitative data sets for semantic
speciﬁcity measurement: the frequency, the number of senses of a verb and the range of
co-occurred objects.
 Theinvestigationofthesemanticspacevariationinaccordancewiththesemanticloads/speciﬁcity
from the distributional model based on Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus (ASBC) with
Latent Semantic Analysis.
 The exploration of the semantic information on Chinese resultative verb compounds: the
inﬂuence of the Vres (‘result’ or ‘path’) on the category of its head verb, Vcaus.
 The most import point is that the ostensible features, especially frequency, can represent
not only linguistic behaviors but linguistic content to some extent.
6.3 Limitations of the Present Study and Suggestions for Fu-
ture Research
The limitation of this study and the suggestions for further research are the following:
123 First of all, there are only three main precise criteria proposed for manually tagging of
verb types. However, more constituents of semantic elements should be taken into con-
sideration. These features include ‘the main event,’ ‘path/direction/location,’ ‘causation,’
‘temporal distribution’ and so on (Pinker, 1989). With more constituents proposed in
judging verb types, the correspondent quantitative data will be more reliable. In this
survey, the quantitative-based approaches adopted three linguistic features: frequency,
object number, and sense number. Beside these features, there could have more variables
like subject category, animation of subject and object, as well as instrument type. It is no-
ticeable that these features (frequency, sense no., object no.) in the verb-type prediction
model are extracted from three different corpora. Further studies drawing these features
from the same source may have various results: the most predictive variable and whole
prediction model could behave in a different way.
 Second, the verb-type assessment model of semantic spaces was based on the distribu-
tionalmodelandlatentsemanticanalysis(LSA)ofthetextsretrievedfromSinicaCorpus.
LSA, however, has been criticized for having some problems. The most extreme problem
that happens in co-occurrence matrix is the high dimensionality. In local representations
ofthefrequencymatrix, thedimensionsofvectorsaredeterminedbythenumbersofrows
or columns. Although Singular value decomposition (SVD) has been the traditional tech-
niques of dimension reduction, it is still costly in the computer memory and execution
time. This study attempted to build a distributional model based on the data of Gigaword
Corpus but it failed due to the limitation of the statistical package in R. Solutions to this
problem come from two parts: one is to compute the data with higher technique like
‘cloud computing’; the other is to adopt another method like random indexing mentioned
124in literature review (Sahlgren, 2005). In addition, a new Python package is released re-
cently for building a Distributional Semantic Model (DSM). Instead of loading the whole
matrix in the computer memory at a time, it processes data in an incremental manner. A
large size corpus is no more an obstacle to computing process. The training document
and package are available at the website1.
 Finally, this study examine the issue of ‘semantic speciﬁcity’ of one hundred ﬁfty head
verbs as well as thirty or so compound verbs in Chinese. One limitation is on the cate-
gory of verb types we have: one is generic and the other is speciﬁc. From the results this
study shows, this could never be a clear cut between these two categories and there are
many verbs in between. The following survey should reconsider the number of category
of verb types. Even within one category such as generic verbs, some verbs are considered
as typical G verbs. Their linguistic behavior on frequency and sense number are at the
extreme end of the continuum. In contrast, some S verbs are positioned at the opposite
site. For further study, there could also have a rating on a verb’s generic/speciﬁc degree.
One could rate how generic or speciﬁc a verb is. In this way, verbs classiﬁed as G or
S will be further divided into a sub-category. On the other hand, verbs studied in this
thesis are conﬁned to physical-activity verbs, also called actions verbs, and all of them
are transitive verbs. Extending the verb category to stative, unaccusative verbs, or pred-
icates is also suggested. The linguistic features of these verbs should be reconstructed
because not all features (frequency, sense no., object no.) are applicable to unaccusatives
or predicates. In comparison with frequency and sense no., object no. is a more restricted
factor to transitive verbs. Since unaccusative verbs’subjects are semantically similar to
1DSM with Python package: http://nlp.ﬁ.muni.cz/projekty/gensim/index.html
125the direct objects of transitive verbs, subject no. could replace object no. in this case.
More linguistic behaviors from sentential to contextual level can be probed into for fur-
ther investigation.
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132Appendix A
Verb List
Table A.1: Head verb types
Verb 摧 碾 裂 爆 扒 捶 扣 砸 塌 修 扭
Type G S G G U S U U G S G
Verb 混 割 抽 捏 摸 跑 丟 吃 找 拿 去
Type G S U S S G G G G G G
Verb 打 爛 摔 揉 銷 製 切 成 取 抓 疊
Type G G G S S G G G G G G
Verb 碎 蓋 脫 寬 彎 捲 包 收 浪費 關 處
Type G G G G G S G G U G G
Verb 毀 分 破 壓 煮 撐 發 退 當成 轉 推
Type G G G G G S U G G G G
Verb 倒 擠 穿 換 亂 做 擺 準備 變 用 放
Type G U G G G G U G G G G
Continued...
133Verb 寫 掉 帶 開 拍 黏 扯 撒 拉 鬆 敲
Type S G G G G G U S G G G
Verb 縮 皺 拼 剪 磨 刨 拆 砍 粉碎 找 宰
Type G S U S S S G S G U S
Verb 榨 受傷 折 摳 摺 戳 玩 洗 咬 碰 剝
Type S U S S S U G G U G S
Verb 蹦 嚕 刮 下廚 搗 扁 剃 洩憤 抹 撕 喀
Type U S S S S U S S S S S
Verb 裁 還原 消 解 斷 回復 露 拋 移 環 扳
Type S G G G G G G S G S U
Verb 褪 按 卸 回收 使用 除 劈 撞 碎 剖 擊
Type S G G U G G S G G U G
Verb 刺 刷 損 搥 踢 揮 挪 掐 剁 掰 凹






























Principal components analysis (PCA)
myfile = read.table(choose.files(),header=T)














# for PCA with Correlation Matrix
myfile.pr = prcomp(myfile[,1:(ncol(myfile)-1)],scale=T,center=T)
props = round((sdevˆ2/sum(sdevˆ2)),3)
# screeplot for Eigenvalue












plot(Sense, Frequency,xlab="Sense",ylab="Frequency",main="(a)test reg" )
abline(file.lm) # or abline(107.3, 54.8)







logreg_1.glm = glm(cbind(logreg_1\$G_group, 2-logreg_1\$G_group)





logreg_1.glm2 = glm(cbind(logreg_1\$G_group, 2-logreg_1\$G_group)
˜Sense+Object+Frequency,logreg_1,family ="binomial")



















{CV <- sqrt(chisq.test(x, correct = FALSE\$statistic /
(sum(x) * min(dim(x) - 1 )))
print.noquote("Cram´ er V / Phi:")
return(as.numeric(CV))}





LSAspace = lsa(OriginalMatrix, dims=dimcalc_raw())
NewSpace = lsa(OriginalMatrix, dims=100)
NewSpace = lsa(OriginalMatrix, dimcalc_share())
NewMatrix = as.textmatrix(NewSpace)
# compare two terms
cosine(NewMatrix["剝下",], NewMatrix["打",]) #cosine measure
cor(NewMatrix["剝下",], NewMatrix["打",], method="pearson") #pearson
150# compare two documents
cosine(NewMatrix[,2], NewMatrix[,4]) # with the cosine measure
cor(NewMatrix[,2], NewMatrix[,4], method="pearson") # with pearson














# define 2 R functions
euclid.norm <- function (x) sqrt(sum(x * x))
euclid.dist <- function (x, y) euclid.norm(x - y)
# Compute lengths (norms) of all row vectors
M = M_2_b.d
row.norms = apply(M, 1, euclid.norm)
# Normalisation to unit length
151scaling.matrix = diag(1 / row.norms)
M.norm = scaling.matrix \%*\% M
# Matrix multiplication has lost the row labels (copy from M)
rownames(M.norm) = rownames(M)
# The distance matrix
distances = dist(M.norm, method="euclidean")
dist.matrix = as.matrix(distances)
# test "打" again
sort(dist.matrix["打",])
# Clustering plot
plot(hclust(distances))
plot(hclust(distances),cex=0.7)
a=head(sort(dist.matrix["打爛",]),n=5)
plot(a,type=’n’,xlab="Verbs",ylab="Height",main="(a) GVcaus-Vres")
text(a,as.character(names(a)),cex=0.7)
lines(a,lty=3)
dotchart(a,xlab="Verbs",ylab="Height",main="(a) GVcaus-Vres")
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